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-The New York Law School 
Vol. VI Issue IV 
CLOSED CLUBS 
SCHNABEL CHALLENGES 
SBA Senator sues SBA, BLSA, LLSS, 
and CLS. over exclusionary clauses. 
him from becoming an officer in those 
By Jessica Wahl / associations. Because he might be pre-
Last year, the Student Bar Association eluded from ever becoming an executive 
(SBA) approved the formation of a chapter officer of one of these associations, he 
of the Christian Legal Society (CLS) at objected to the. SBA' s allocation of student 
NYLS. In its constitution, membership is money to them. In addition, he sought a 
open to all students of the School while preliminary injunction to prohibit the SBA 
eligibility to the executive board is re- from allocating any student or ' school 
stricted to Christian members who affirm funds until a final decision in this case is 
a trust in belief in God, Jesus and the reached. Student Justice Kirk Callendar 
teachings of the Bible. denied Plaintiff Schnabel's Temporary 
At NYLS, a prospective organi?:ation's Restraining Order (T.R.O.), which would 
constitution must be submitted to the SBA have precluded allocation of student 
for approval. Once the charter passes, the monies to associations with exclusionary 
organization may then request a budget membership clauses. 
from the SBA 's student organization In response to Schna~l's complaint, 
money. This budget is funded-primarily each Defendant party to the action filed 
through the activity fees that all students answers and sought to be severed from 
pay to the school. Decisions on the alloca- the joint party filed to have the complaint 
t\on of funds is \eft up to the SBA. dismissed on the grounds that under 
Previously, tbe SBA had approved the N. Y.L.S. Judicial Board rules, Schnabel 
charter of chapters of the Biack Law Stu- failed to state a claim under which relief 
dents Association (BLSA) and the Latino could ~ granted. BLSA and LLSA also 
Law Students Society (LLSS) . Before this moved that Kirk Callendar, the acting Stu-
year the groups were joint (BALLSA), but dent Justice on the Judiciary Board for the 
this year have separated and now function case, should recuse himself as he is a 
under independent constitutions. Both of BLSA member. Callendar refused Claim-
these associations have restricted member- ing that there was no conflict of interest. 
ship on their executive committees to only The SBA also objected to Callendar's 
Blacks or Latinos, respectively. being the only Justice to hear the case. 
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PROFESSOR TEITEL 
SPEAKS ON CHURCH-STATE 
SEPARATION 
\ 
By Dan Muallem 
Ruti Teitel, Constitutional Law Profes-
sor. and frequent litigator in church-state 
cases, spoke to students and faculty on 
March 7th on the issu.e of separation of 
church and state in the Bush Era. The 
lecture, which was sponsored by the 
Jewish Law Students Association and held 
in the student lounge, was followed by a 
brief question and answer period. 
Professor Teitel was formerly an Asso-
ciate Director of the Legal Affairs Depart-
ment of the Anti-Defamation League. She 
is presently co-counsel in a case pending 
before the Supreme Court that will test 
the Court's recent decision allowing local 
government to sponsor the display of re-
ligious symbols as part of holiday celebra-
tions . 
Professor Teitel began her lecture with 
a historical overview of the application of 
the first amendment establishment clause .._--..,...- ----------::----' 
oflhe U.S. Constitution. As the protection 
the Constitution affords religious minori-
ties was not, until fairly recently, held to 
be applicable to the states, it WI}S commqp 
for many states to have religious oaths and 
preferences in their stated qualifications 
for public office. These provisions were 
often worded as prohibitions against Jews, 
Turks, and infidels. By the late 1900s, 
according to Professor Teitel, most states 
had dropped these religious preferences 
for public office. New Hampshire, how-
ever, did not repeal its Christianity prefer-
ence until 1964. 
Prof. Ruti Teitel 
The establishment c-<:lause was finally 
applied to the states through incorporation 
in the 1940s ... Th.e.S~..QxUt. ruled 
on a long series of church-state separation 
cases and was generally receptive to the 
arguments raised by religious minorities . 
The Warren and Burger Courts cgrisoli-
dated the view that the efect.of government 
advancement of religion violates the estab-
lishment clause. Sabbath observer cases, 
as an ex~ple, were mentioned as an aiea 
(Con't on page /3 ) Under the 14th Amendment of Federal arguing that there should be three Justices 
Constitution, no State can pass a law according to Judiciary Board rules. Cal-
abridging any privilege or immun~y of ~ndar in~~re~d ~ction 2219 of the~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
any citizen, nor shall a State deprive any Judiciary Board rules that permits any Jus- ABA/Law Student Division Second 
person of life, liberty or property without tice to sign an order to mean that he. could 
the process of I<i w. Recently, the issue of hear the case himself. 
the deprivation of privileges hit New York . A preliminary hearing on the com- Circuit Governor Elected 
Law School. On November 22, 1988, plaints and notions to dismiss was held. 
SBA Senator Martin Schnabel brought a The claims were severed and BLSA's and 
suit before the Judiciary Board. against the LLSA's notions to be dismissed were 
SBA, CLS, BLSA and LLSS charging that granted. Plaintiff Schnabel was also given 
the exclusionary clauses found in their the option to refile a more definite state-
charters and constitutions violates not only ment of his claim. At the close of the 
the SBA ' s Constitution, but also the 14th hearing, there was a· heated verbal alterca-
. Amendment of the Federal Constitution. tion between members of BLSA and Kirk 
The Case At Hand 
l.n his complaint, Mr. Schnabel charged 
that the exclusionary clauses found in the 
organizations' constitutions precluded 
Callendar concerning the fact that he had 
refused to recuse himself. 
BLSA and LLSS sought the legal coun-
sel of C. Vernon Mason and held a press 
(Con't on page 14) 
by Mark Rothberg LSD Division is the second largest circuit 
Fordham Law School March 18-The in the nation, representing more than a 
American Bar Association/Law Student dozen law schools throughout the state. 
Division's Second Circuit Governor was And, with the increasing representation 
elected at the Spring Circuit Meeting held from student membership, the Second Cir-
at Fordham Law School this past month. cuit has the potential of being the largest 
ChristopherYodice,astudentatPaceUni- Circuit ever in ABA's membership his-
versity School of Law, was elected, repre- tory. 
senting New York State's Law School's The ABA/LSD chapter offers students 
ABA/LSD chapters. an excellent opportunity to get in tune with 
While the Spring Circuit Meeting was what's going on in the legal profession, 
to have all ABA/LSD Representatives and can help direct students' interests and 
,..----------------~---------------ifrom New York State's Law Schools pre- skills in a broad range of different fields 
Inside this issue . . . 
Record and Restaurant Reviews 
Roving Reporter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The Mystical Musings of Dilip Massand 
B. Shaw Gets the Alan Aida Complex 
Plus, pages and pages of Marino ads 
. 9 
11 
sent, Cornell was the only upstate Law of legal study. Included with an A.BA sec-
School that was· represented at Fordham. tion membership is an autOinatic subscrip-
The downstate metropolitan schoqls, in tion to the Student Lawyer, the only na-
contrast, were for the most part weJI rep- tional magazine directed exclusively t~ 
resented, mainly because o( the locality law students, and a subscription to the 
~ easy access of the spring meefing's ABA Journal. Membership also entitles 
stte. students to discounts on Preliminary Mol-
When addressed with the conce111 of tistate Bar Review Courses of up to 30 
uniting the seemingly divided upstate and percent, as well as other discounts and 
downstate schools represented at ll)eet- services. 
3 ings, Christopher proposed an increase in Membershipfonns to the ABA/LSD are 
the Second Circuit's Law School represen- currently available in the SBA office lo-
3 tative's communication by monthly tele- cated in the student lounge, and NYLS 
phone updates, as well as proposing the representation in New York's Second Cir-
next Circuit Meeting to perhaps be held cuit ABA Division will hopefully continue 
in Albany for the Fall. to be actively involved along with the 
New York State's Second Circuit ABA/ other Law Schools of New York State. 
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Room for a View 
Disagreement with 
Committee's Tenure Decisions 
I was extremely disappointed and disil- teamwork. Professor Bowen, the consum-
lusioned to learn that the NYLS Tenure mate gentleman, serves as a most desirable 
Committee decided not to extend tenure role model. He has challenged me to exa-
to Professors Silver, Grossberg and mine my own motivations, and has dem-
Bowen. I am not familiar with the criteria onstrated the merits of sensitivity, honor 
used to make such determinations, but it and professionalism, in an often cold .and 
would seem logical that this institution dispassionate discipline. Moreover, Pro-
would desire educators who contribute and fessor Bowen is cognizant and supportive 
participate, and know how to teach. of the holistic· value of activities which 
I h;we had the pleasure, and benefit of are conducted beyond class meetings. 
attending classes taught by these outstand- The three are among the best educators 
ing professors. Beyond the substantive I nave ever encountered. All are readily 
dissemination, each has significantly con- accessible to students, an.d constantly avail 
tributed to my personal development as a themselves to student organization events. 
person, and as a prospective attorney. Pro- Each has demonstrated kindness, concern 
fessor Silver has taught me the importance and empathy for all of their students. Pro-
of preparation and professionalism. She fessors Silver, Grossberg and Bowen are 
has stressed the need for the analytical and examples of the very best NYLS has to 
legal approach to problem solving, enab- offer. They are dedicated civil libertar-
. ling me to sometimes transcend my ten- ians, promoting a public interest orienta-
dency to emotionalize. Professor Gross- tion merely exhibited in NYLS. They are, 
berg helped me channel compassion into bottom line, great professors and excep-
effective legal remedies to combat dis- tional.people. What more could the admin-
crimination. Larry was the first professor istration possibly expect, or even dare to 
in NYLS to ·validate my contributions as hope for? 
a "colleague," and helped me to under- Anthony Mazza 
Third-Year Student stand t~e validity and necessity of legal 
Editor's Note: 
You're probably wondering why the 
-crossword puzzle answer is only partially 
completed. 
It's not because we at the Reporter are 
grossly incompetent. You see, it just got 
so confusing and crazy when we were 
pasting up the March issue, and really any-
one would' ve forgotten to save the an-
swer. Well , okay, maybe we're just a little 
incompetent, but it's really not such a 
grave error, and in any case, the person 
responsible was sacked. Well , actually 
that's not quite true. I can't fire myself 
because I'm the editor, but I did give the 
responsibility of the crossword puzzle an-
swer to someone ~lse, and I fired him. 
So, we tried to give you some answers, 
we're just not good at crossword puzzles. 
Okay, i'm not' too good at crossword puz-
zles, and besides, it was a difficult one. 
In truth, you're lucky to get any answers 
at all. 
PUZZLE 
T SO~UTION 
MARCH ISSUE 
ACROSS 
1 Judge 
5 Wine cups 
9 Male sheep 
12 Site of Taj 
Mahal 
13 Girl's name 
14 Sudsy brew 
15 Abhor 
17 Spanish article 
18 Neckpiece 
19 Carry 
21 Country of Asia 
23 Most pleasing 
27 Agave plant 
28 Chicago airport 
29 Turf 
31 Make lace 
34 Chinese 
distance 
measure 
35 Pullman car 
COli..EG£ PRESS SERVICE 
38 Symbol for 
rhodium 
·39 Choose 
41 Offspring 
42 Eagle's nest 
44 Teutonic deity 
46 Hardly 
48 Having 
branches 
5·1 Without end 
52 High-mountain 
53 River in Siberi~ 
55 Bursts forth 
59 Diocese 
60 Wheel tooth 
62 Country of Asia 
63 That woman 
64 Chair 
~5 Kind of mug,. 
DOWN 
1 Pigeon pea 
2 'The selt 
't ' 
-. 
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The 
Weekly 
Crossword 
Puzzre 
3 Period of time -
4 Substances 
5 Rugged moun-
tain crest 
6 Roman 1001 
7 Devoured 
8Seasoning 
9 Hare 
10 Century plant 
'\1 Flesh 
16 Hostelries 
20 Element 
22 Kind of type: 
abbr. 
23 Piece for one 
24 Beat 
25 Babylonian 
deity 
26 Cover 
30 More belov.ed 
32 Seed coverir•,j 
33 Pronoun 
36 Dawn goddess 
37 Newly enlisted 
soldier 
40 Mood 
43 Concerning 
45 Sun god 
47 Prevent 
48 Reckless 
49 Toward shelter 
50 Records 
54 Insect 
56 In favor_of 
57 Flap 
58 Vessel's curved 
planking 
61 Cooled lava 
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ARTIFICIAL LAW 
By Evan Augoustiniatos place to place, our notions of Right and 
When· I was a little kid, I associated the Wrong vary with them. Hence, the evolu-
term "'Natural Law" with Marlin Perkins tion of Law. So more specifically, the Law 
narrating a film about lions pouncing cute does not change society, society !;hanges 
little baby gazelles on the Serengeti Plain. the Law. And the ability to_ change the 
Now, in law school, I associate it with La~ is the ability_to make the Law. 
certain people in my constitutional law Depending on the given system, this 
class who try to tell me there exists some "society" which makes the Law·is , more 
sort of Code out there which should have or less , a type of collective consciousness. 
the effect of stare decisis on our.interpre- And this collective is composed of indi-
tations of the Constitution. viduals . Sometimes they are many indi-
Understandably, I've been ,emotionally viduals , and sometimes they are few. But 
scathed by both of these traumatic associ- these individu?IS are people. Ergo, people 
ations. But I believe that my early expo- make the Law. 
sure to Wild Kingdom somehow pref)ared Now you're saying, "Gee, Ev, tell us 
me for the second shock . I was appalled something we don ' t know . You made us 
at the image of the lions ' bloody faces in read through gazelle guts and all this other 
the gazelle guts. There was something ~arbage just to tell us that- people ma*e 
"bad" about it. I felt it was wrong. But the law: What's your problem?" 
Mr. Perkins assured me that, for hundreds I'll tell you. what my problem is. If we 
of reasons , that' s the way things were and people make the law, then we people 
had to be. should accep! responsibility for it. It 
The lesson I drew was that just because doesn ' t come to us through some mystical 
I felt something was wrong it did not mean experience. · We create it. We don't dis-
that it was wrong in itself, or as we say cover it. If we have "rights," they don't 
here, mallum in se. As flimsy a postulate exist before we think of them. And when 
as this may seem, it made sense then and we do think of them, nobody gives them 
it makes' sense now. So does there exist to us. We claim them, fight for them, and 
anything that is mallum in se? The simple win or lose them. Our Constitution is not 
answer is "yes ." The complicated answer an enumeration of Natural Rights or Nat: 
is "no." Somewhere, ·at some point in ural ~aw . It is the embodiment of the de-
time, under some crazy paradigm, even sires of several dozen enlightened people· 
what we would consider the most heinous who had the balls to claim certain rights 
crime may be justified or excused, or even ·for themselves and their " .. ·. posterity." 
be looked at as c~m.mon practice. Yes, they did think they were drawing on 
What has this to do with anything? The Natural Law, but in effect, they were tap-
point is that Right and Wrong and Good ping their own strength and spirit. As. their 
and Evil are humanly constructed labels pOsterity, we owe them to do the same, ex-
that we subjectively attach within certain cept today we shouldn't have to depend 
socio-political parameters. And as these upon. nebulous pretenses to lend credibility' 
parameters · vary from time to time and to our actions . . 
, . 
. CAVEAT EMPTQR 
1 • 
. B:r B. Shaw· . 
.CAMELOT 
By Dilip Massand how disillusioned I was with the Legal 
Let me tell you a story. Last term, I "shitstem." And I called a friend from that 
grew very disillusioned with the Law. It very same class, and began telling him 
happened in Torts . Torts , unless I'm mis- how I thought the Law could deal with 
taken , has to do with civil wrongs. Speci- the easy issues, but when it came time to 
fically, what type of behavior constitutes make a stand, to deal with what I thought 
a wrong by one member of society against was the puri>ose of a legal system-to 
another, and how the Law deals with those build a better world-all the damn judges 
who have commited these ·acts. "Cool," I and lawyers were just putting their tails 
thought, "this will teach me how to go between their legs and heading for the 
about building a better world." How na- ivory .tower once again . And he told me 
ive. Anyway, everything was rolling "Dilly, if you think that's the purpose of 
along real smooth until we hit a topic a legal system, you're suffering under the 
called "Duty to Rescue. " burden of a severe misconception .. . " 
"Duty to Rescue," in my opinion, I thought he was right, so I shut up for 
should .be called "APATHY." It turns out a little while figuring who the hell was I 
-that this great Legal System of ours places to tell people what the purpose of the legal 
virtually no duty, or even suggestion, that system should be? The rest of the term 
a member of the society should attempt passed pretty uneventfully, and then . 
to aid his fellow man in a moment of crisis. exams came. I went through the typical 
As a matter of fact, it seems to me that first year exam paranoia, but I survived. 
the Law suggests to people "Hey, when Anyway, after my last exam all my friends 
the shit hjts the fan , just worry about your were hitting the local bars. Some people 
own ass ." There was one case which I were going to Puffy's, others were going 
found particularly outrageous. A woman to Katie O'Toole's, and the rest were 
who lived in Queens was walking home going to the Raccoon Lodge. I had no 
one night when she was attacked. She re- money, and not wanting to make a com-
peatedly cried for help, her neighbors . mitment, I decided to go to the bank and 
heard her scream, some of them even then flit up each place. 
opened their blinds and saw the attack tak- I got my money and went to Puffy's. 
ing place, but NOT ONE OF THEM It was loud and crowded, so I stole a hit 
CAME TO HER AID!!! Later at the trial off someone's beer and decided to head 
it came out that as many as 38 of her to Katie's. Halfway between Puffy's and 
neighbors heard her screams, and all 38 · Katies's, I heard a woman shouting for 
witnesses were held to be totally free of help. So I turned around, and there was 
any responsibility to come to this woman's this woman lying on her side on the oppo-
aid. site comer, with her hand pointing down 
I remember reading that case that night the street. I looked in the direction she 
· and fatally flipping out. I called up _my was pointing, and saw a guy running away 
parents and told them what ·a farce I with a purse tucked under his ann. Ilooked 
thought the Law was. I called up my cou- at the guy, I looked at the woman, she 
sin and told him how outraged I was, and (Continued on_ page 17) 
'· 
Slavery. After so many years one would the Civil War, the Supreme Court decided pro9<: their own feelings because it is not 
expect a legal education to be purged of Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. (19 enough that Boone was able to clearly 
any ideas, however subtle, which still per- How .)393 ( 18)7). In this famous case, demonstrate the doctrine of substantial 
petuate this great indignity and inhumanity the Court held that Dred Scott, a slave. performance. If it d~s so at the expense 
of the past. did not become a free man when he was of the dignity of fellow law students , it 
A case in point: Boone v. Eyre, I H.B I. taken by his master from Missouri, a slave - has no place in our casebooks. In law 
273, note, 126 E.R. 160(a)(K.B. 1777) state, into Illinois, where slavery was pro- schQOI we learn that the logical and the 
was assigned to a Contracts II class to hibited. Though short lived in its effect, rational are the hallmark of a good lawyer, 
demonstrate the doctrine of substantial and generally criticized as a moral and but compassion and respect for others are 
performance. Boone, the plaintiff, sold a judicial aberration. Dred Scott is still the true measure of justice. 
West Indies plantation and slaves to Eyre, studied today ~ven though it embodies a For the law students who are left wide-
the defendant, for 500 pounds and a 160 philosophy which is contrary to any con- eyed and just a bit dazed as many new 
pound annuity for Boone's lifetime. Eyre temporary notions of democracy or equal- ideas and theories rush past them at incred-
failed to pay the annuity, alleging that ity. Good or bad. Dred Scott remains be- ible speed. consider this haiku: ' 
Boone did not have good title to all the. cause it provides students with a backdrop 
slaves. . · for understanding the evolution of a par-
This case, which takes up only half a ticular set of rights. Boone v. Eyre does 
page in the casebook, is problematic be- not demonstrate how people were treated 
cause no matter how rationally and logi- as chattel and then became free but shows 
cally it explains the doctrine of substantial how people can be treated as chattel and 
performance, the emotional response it it will not make a damn bit of difference 
evokes in some readers will defeat its edu- to the contract issue it presents. It exists 
cational purpose. The authors of the case- in a moral vacuum. 
book, however inadvertently and uninten- It is easy to rationalize studying a case 
How I fooled you fish . 
My worm was rubber . 
And you were hungry. 
Like th~ rubber worm, cases like Boone 
can fool those who are hungry because it 
appears satisfying but really provides no 
nourishment. 
Marino Bar Review, Inc. 
i 15 E. 19th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10003 
212-420:9800 l~J-MARINo 
tionally, have failed to consider the emo- like Boone v. Eyre with arguments like r----------------:------------------., 
tiona! sensibilities oftheir student readers. "it's just a contracts case" or "slavery 
Many issues studied in law school can existed at this time and you can't ignore 
evoke extreme e"!_otional, moral and even it.. It is part of the history of this country 
religious reactions. The death penalty, the · and the history of its legal system." Some 
rights of the unborn or prayer in school, law professors also try to rationalize away 
just to name a f~w, are subjects which -emotional reactions to potentially sensi-
most students have formed deep and pro- tive issues like abortion or slavery with 
found convictions about well before they reasoning like "this is contracts class, not 
began th~ir legal educations. Once at law constitutional law," or "this is criminal 
school, the complex ideas that students · law, not torts. Don't try to mix oil ;md 
are exposed to in the classroom tend to water." In the final analysis, these argu-
either reinforce whatever opinions they a!- ments are extremely unsatisfying because 
ready have or just add to their general they e~pose our legal system and educa-· 
confusion and dissatisfaction with the tion to often staggering contradictions. 
legal system. Though emotional reactions If the value of a law school education 
can overshadow. the facade of logical em- goes beyond landing that first good job 
piricism which the legal system always en- and is truly an experience which helps to 
deavors to put forward ; we still study cases weave the rriorai and ethical fibers that 
with which some people might strongly students will carry with them well after 
disagree or take offense. Why should they graduate, cases like Boone must at-
Boone v. Eyre be treated any differently ways be subje.ct to extreme scrutiny to 
simply because it might be found offensive discover how law school attempts to shape 
or degrading to some readers? or reshape how we think about our culture 
The answer is probably· best illustrated and society. Law students must sometimes 
with an example: In 1857, o_n the eve of depart from the logical and rational and-~-~--------:'-------------~--...:....----' 
• -- • - ~- • 4 - .- ~~ - ~ ... >I' - ..... '* t • _J," - • •• • • 
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BASEBALL PIX/ 
By Daniel Maloney 
What do Playboy and 1V Guide have in common? They both print annual baseball 
predictions. Now, The Reporter joins the ranks of these fine publications with a 
sneak peak at the way things will stand 160 + games from now. Here's a hint; call 
Shea Stadium for World Series ticket information. Or, if you prefer to fly, maybe 
Eastern will have resumed flights to Oakland by October. 
Why They'll Finish where They'll Finish ... 
American League East 
I. Boston .. . Because nobody on the planet thinks they'll win the AL 
East ... But That Could Change If . .. The Sox don't get a left handed starter .· .. 
Parting Shot ... People forget how much talent there is on this team. They also 
forget that Margo Adams and her "epic" tale were around this time last year. She 
was a minor factor last season, and she'll be less of a factor this season. 
2. Milwaukee ... They're too injury prone to catch the Sox ... But That Could 
Change If . .. The 'Crew stays healthy . .. Parting Shot ... If Teddy Higuera's 
back stays healthy, he will win the Cy Young award. 
3. Detroit ... They're even more injury prone than Milwaukee ... But That 
Could Change If ... Alan Trammell plays more than 145 games and if Jack Morris 
retains his 2nd half of '88 form .. ·. Parting Shot ... The Tigers are old and 
injured with a suspect bullpen, but Sparky Anderson always has them in contention. 
4. Toronto . . . With the exception of Mike Hannagan' s kangaroo court, this is 
the same Bluejay team as lasJ year . . . But That Could Change If . . . The club-
house rioting of '88 is over or if George Bell grows up .. . Parting Shot . .. And 
you thought the Red Sox had problems! 
5. New York ... You'd finish in fifth place if Tommy John was the ace of yot. .• 
staff . .. But That Could Change If .. . Ore! Herschiser were to magically appear 
in pinstripes ... Parting Shot . .. What the Yanks_need is pitching and Dave Win-
field, neither of which they now have. " 
6. Cleveland ... Because they're better than Baltimore .. _. But That Could 
Change If .. . Sports Illustrated keeps the Tribe off the cover . . . Parting Shot ... 
Spy Magazine asks, "Have you ever noticed how much the Indians mascot, Chief 
Wazoo, resembles Mike Dukakis? 
7. Baltimore ... Because the Braves are in the National League ... But That 
Could Change If ... Boston's, Milwaukee's, Detroit's, Toronto's, New York's 
and Cleveland's team plane go down in a firey, violent crash . . . Parting Shot ... 
The Birds have a new design for their caps. So what? 
American League West 
I. Oakland ... Do you have to ask? . . . But That Could Change If ... Jose 
Canseco isn't careful with that Jag of his . . . Partinff~hot . . . You may ' have L 
been shocked by the pick of Boston in the East, but what's the difference? The A's 
will crush them again in the ALCS. 
2. Minnesota . .. The Twins are the second best team in the American League, 
about IOVz games behind the A's ... But That Could Change If ... Kirby Puckett 
puts up Jose Canseco numbers ... Parting Shot ... After Frank Viola and Eric 
Andersoin, the starting rotation gets real weak real fast_ 
3. Kansas City ... Because they fit nicely between Minnesota and Texas ... But 
That Could Change If . : . George Brett, Kevin Seizer and Bret Saberhagen have 
consistent seasons. But even if they do, it won't be enough to catch Oak-
land ... Parting Shot ... This team could pr9bably wiri the AL East, which says ' 
more about the East than the Royals. 
4. Texas . .. Lots of off season activity gives he Rangers the raw talent to beat 
California, Chicago and Seattle . . . But That Could-Change If ... Charlie Hough 
can post 15-18 wins and if Nolan Ryan can post the ERA and strikeouts he had ·in 
Houston ... Parting Shot . .. All in all, the best this team can hope for is to catch 
KC. 
5. Chicago , .. the White Sox have a radar lock on mediocrity ... But That 
Could Change If .. . They change their uniforms again ... Parting Shot ... Har-
old Raines is rapidly becoming Chicago's second Ernie Banks. 
6. California . . . This team .~ouldn't even win for Gene Mauch! ... But That 
Could Change If . . . Wally Joiner comes back from injury quickly ... Parting 
Shot ... Jim Abbott made the big club. Maybe there is a God. 
7. Seattle . .. This team has never had a winning season . . . But That Could 
Cnange If ... Hell freezes over ... Parting Shot ... All winter and spring, there . 
have been trade-rumors involving Wade Boggs and Mark Langston. That could be 
a great trade for the Sox, but it won't make a bit of difference for the Mariners. 
National League East 
I . New York .. . Dwight "2.2 Mil" Gooden,Ron "17 Wins" Darling, Bob "Vila" 
· Ojeda, "Fat" Sid Fernandez, Dave "Tidewater" West, et al .. _; . But That Could 
Change If . . . The winner of Strawberry/Hernandez II signs to fight -Mitch 
Green ... Parting Shot ... Here's a fun fact: Ron Darling was a Vietnamese 
History major at Yale. 
2. Pittsburgh ... They have the unenviable luck of pl_aying in the s~me division 
as the Mets . . . But That Could Change If . . . The ~inner of Strawberry/Hernan-
6. Philadelphia . .. Because this team is bad, bad, bad, bad, bad. Well, maybe 
not that bad, but they sure aren't good . . . But That Could Change If .. . Babe 
Ruth's reincarnate were to surface in Philadelphia. Right now, the team is stocked 
with W .C. Fields' ... Parting Shot . .. This team is in so much trouble that, for 
a brief time, I forgot Mike Schmidt was still playing. 
National League West 
I . San Diego .. . Off Season acquisitions of Jack Clark and B'ruce Hurst ... But 
That Could Change If ... The Padres trade for Wade Boggs as p~rt of a three way 
· deal with Seattle. One of the reasons Hurst left Boston \\(as to escape the Wade 
Boggs factor .· . . Parting Shot . .. The Padres' best chance_ of beating the Mets 
in the NLCS is to have Ron Darling start game seven. 
2. Los Angeles ... The Padres simply improved themselves more ... But That 
Could Change If . .. Who can tell with the Dodgers? Just ask the Mets and the A's 
. . . Parting Shot . . . The Padres/Dodgers r-ace will be decided in the last days of 
the season. 
3. CincLnnati .. . The Reds have vowed not to.finish in second place again ... But 
That Could Change If ... It turns out Pete Rose really didn't bet -on baseball .. . 
Parting Shot ... If you call your local bookie right now, you can still get 5 to I 
odds that Charlie Hustle beats this rap!!! 
4. Houston ... The Astros are an above average team that has to make changes 
if they wa.nt to improve ... But That Could Change If ... Mike Scott's emery 
board is confiscated ... Parting Shot ... Houston was also a subject of trade 
rumors with Boston. Just imagine the banter between Boggs and Bob Knepper! 
5. San Francisco .. . The Giants have been on a steady decline since losing to the 
Cardinals in the NLCS a couple of years ago .. . But That Could Change If .. . The 
pitching rebounds and Roger Craig keeps the Kryptonite away from Will Clark ... 
Parting Shot . . . Roger Craig is, arguably, the best manager in baseball, but it 
won't be enough. 
6. Atlanta . .. NYLS could field a team and beat the Braves in a seven game series 
· ... But Things Could Change If . . . The Mets decided to trade their entire rotation, 
Daryl, Jeffries and McReynolds for Dale Murphy, but don't hold your breath ... 
Parting Shot . . . It's hard to believe that as recently as 1982, t~e Braves were 
playing in the NLCS. 
The Business 
~aw Society 
By Scott Wiss 
The Business Law Society is the most 
recent addition to the numerous organiza-
tions available for students of New York 
Law School. _ The society has been struc-
tured after the American Bar Association's 
Business Law Section and addresses all 
areas of business law such as Corporate 
Law, Banking Law, Commercial Law, 
Antitrust Law, Trade Regulation and Se-
curities Regulation. . 
The Business Law Society will benefit 
both present and future students at NYLS. 
Students will have the opportunity.to meet 
with others interested in the same area of 
the law. By inviting guest speakers, con-
ducting symposia,- and sponsoring panel 
disGussions, the Society will not only 
sente to inform the student body, but can 
serve as a vehicle for enhancing the repu-
tation of the school by obtaining "name" 
speakers.and panelists and advertising the 
programs to the legal commuQity. More-
over, the Business Law Society can assist 
students in obtaining jobs by creating a 
dialogue with practicing attorneys in · the 
field, sponsoring specialized job fairs and 
sponsoring panels and workshops on find-
Marino Bar Rniew, Joe. 
115 E. 19th St, N.Y., N.Y. 10003 
212-42~9800 l~J-MARINo. 
ing employment in the various practices 
of business law. 
NYLS has recently develoJ>ed a reputa-
tion at the New York Regional Office of 
ihe United States Securities and Exchange 
Commission for tun:Jing out top-notch stu-
dents. One goal of the Society is to 
develop a similar reputation at otl)er gov-
ernmental entities and private law firms. 
Those interested in joining the Business 
Law Society can stop by the office in C- . 
107 for more information. 
18-to-24 Year-Old Voters 
Were Most Apathetic Of AU 
in '88 Campai_~ 
dez II signs to fight Mike Tyson ... Parting Shot . .. How could St. Louis have (CPS)---Dnly 36 percent of the people I 8-
let Andy van Slyke go? · · to-24-years-old bothered to vote in the 
those who are not particularly interested 
anyway." 
3. Montreal .. . The Expos are a talented team which always finds- a way to fade 1988 presidential -campaign, the U.S.,..------------::--------, 
in the end . . . But Things Could Change If . . . Tim· Raines returns to career form Census Bureau reported March I I . 
. . . Parting Shot . . . Why is it good Canadian teams have so much trouble winnin_g Student voter turnout was about 4 I per-
at America' s Pastime? cent in 1984, said Jerry T. Jennings, who 
4 . St. Louis .. . They traded their best pitcher for Pedro Guerrera ... But That prepared the report. 
Could Change If . . . The Cards, via trade or farm system, find someone to replace Overall, only about 50 percent of the 
John Tudor. Whitey Herzog is always a plus . . . . Parting Shot . .. "I knew Jack nation's eligible voters cast ballots last 
Clark, I seryed with Jack Clark, Jack Clark was a friend of mine; Pedro Guerrera, November, the lowest turnout since 1924, 
you're no Jack Clark!" _ _ . Jennings said. 
5. Chicago . _ . Nice guys always finish near,the middle_ of the pack ... But That "If you have an election that's essen-
Could Change If .. . The Cubbies can play a whole season like the first half.oC88 tially pretty dull or negative," Jennings 
Next Deadline: 
Wednesday, 
Apri/19 
. _ . Parting Shot . . . Believe me, Shawn Dunston is the Oil Can Boyd of the ~ed at a press co_nfcreoce announcing 
National League, he's just not as violent. · ·u.~~~:41m!Jii111Nlllti:iililll••M~illllllt.tli..:.•ao:eiij.. ... _..:!U~'~Iiii .... ,·~ . .. __._.JO.a..._ 
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NYLS Public Interest 
Scholarship Fund_ 
Drive 
by Mark Rothberg 
April '89-This month, the Student Bar 
Association, in conjunction with the 
American Bar Association/Law Student 
Division ofNYLS, will propose esta~lish- -
ing a Public Interest Scholarship fund. for 
students for the summer of 1990. The 
scholarship fund would be designed to en-
able students who otherwise wouldn't be 
able to experience summer employment 
in the public interest field the opportunity 
to do so by helping students eliminate the 
financial hardships that often accompany 
such student summer internships. 
What makes this program fund different 
than other law school sch<!_hu:ship funds, 
is the source that would be contributing 
to the establishment of the scholarships. 
A Scholarship Fund Drive will be pro-
posed to take place this month throughout 
the NYLS student body to secure funds 
for the program. Student commitment 
forms would be ccirculated throughout the 
student body which would ~ecure dona-
tions of one day's pay from participating 
students' upcoming legal summer employ-
ment jobs. The fund would not, therefore, 
be established by unknown Alumni or sim-
ply by the Administration. Rather it will 
be established by our own student body. 
We will be contribuTing by ourselves to 
the public interest field and supporting our 
own peers. (Once all donations have been 
secured, the school would be asked 
whether ~ey would like to contribute to 
the fund by matching the student body' s 
efforts.) Once the fund has been secured, 
a Committee composed of a faculty 
member and students would then be estab-
lished to determine which applicants 
would be selected to be recipients of the 
fund for the summer of 1990. 
The drive would tentatively take place 
mid-April, before NYLS's final period be-
gins. And, while.some students may not 
have committed themselves to a particular 
job for this upcoming summer, that need 
not discourage anyone from agreeing to 
contribute to the fund. 
Further information on the drive will be 
available this month in the SBA office 
located in the student lounge. All those 
interested in participating in the program 
should hang in there, and keep your eyes 
posted for new developments. 
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IT'S ··NOT TOO LATE TO 
/ 
SWITCH· m ·PIEPER / .-
/ 
. WITHOUT LOSS OF DEAOSIT. 
·So, you've made a mistake. If you were lured into 
. 
anothe~ bar review course by a sales pitch in your firs~ or . 
-
second year, and now want to SWITGH TO PIEPER, 
. then your deposit with that other bar review course 
\· 
will not be lost. 
-
Simply -register for PIEPER and send proof of your 
payment_ to tn·e_ .. other bar review course (copy of_ your 
chec~ wjtH an affirmation that Y9U have not and do no\ 
anticipate receiving a refund~ You -will receivt.' a dollar for 
dollar credit for up to $150 toward ,your tuition in the 
PIEPER BAR REVIEW. 
" 
For more information see yQur Pieper Representatives or telephone 
(51&) 747·4311 }. 
" PIEPER NEW YORK-MULIISTATE 
BAR REVIEW, LTD. 
90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, New York 11501 
c 
. I 
.~ .. ~ :"~ . - - -: --- - .... -- . 
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h , -yWorry. 
' 
..:64 . . .. • • 
This year, another bar revie~ course has put out 
a poster inducing students ~ho have already 
signed up ~i.th ·other bar_ revie~ courses to 
s~itch prograllls. · 
. BAR/BRI refuses to play this gallle. · 
We believe that students are tnature enough to · 
enroll in a course. If they believe they· ntade a 
~istake, they are ~ature enough-to cha~t~e · 
courses. 
-
If a student signs up ~ith BAR/BRI or with any 
other bar revie~ course, that student's-objectfve 
is to1pass the·bar exam~ Anct··our obU,atjon as · 
attorneys-is to help thetn ~ith that objective, 
and not to destroy their confidence in the~nselves 
and in their course. 
We ~w not underiDine students' confidence in 
their course by playing on their insecurities. 
After all, ~e're attorneys. And·~e intend to help 
you becoiDe attorneys, too. . . · 
(2,12.) 594--3696 
••Wlter~ professional responsibility is 
more than just a course.'ftM 
I· 
l ( 
t .. 
' 
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The Savings 
& Loan . Scare 
By Richard Wiener 
There's a Jot in today' s news concerning 
the Savings & Loan Association ("S & 
L") crisis. This "crisis" is , basically, that 
approximately 350 of our nation's S & 
L's are broke. The evening news has 
shown immensely long lines of people 
waiting to get into the S & I.:. building to 
withdraw their savings for fear of irrepar-
able loss. The purpose of this article is 
simply to offer possible explanations of 
the current situation to those in our law 
school community less familiar with it and 
with banking law in general . 
To begin with, a general discussion pf 
S & L' s is in order. S & L associations 
are a type of financial institution super-
vised by the Federal Home Loan Bank 
Board (FHLBB), and insured by the Fed-. 
eral Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion (FSLIC). Traditionally, the S & L 
associations' primary purpose was to fi-
·nance housing. The social policy reasons 
seem obvious: It was (and still is) thought 
that people need institutions to borrow 
money to buy or build houses. America 
encourages home ownership, and S & L 
associations were created in this country 
to assist people in securing homes. Ini-
tially , theseS & L's were strictly regulated 
in these activities. 
The S & L's were extremely good at 
making these loans, and in fact; of the 
approximately 5000 S & L associations in 
this country, there were only 13 failures 
between 1933 and 1979. 
But then came the beginning of deregu-
lation of the entjre financiaJ ·industry by 
the Reagan administration. The scope of 
the deregulation included, of course, S & 
:· 
' NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL REPORTER 
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L's. This deregulation resulted in two the amount of. interest they were paying. 
grave consequences which are probably · But today, by getting their income from 
the. main reasons for the crisis today. 
First, interest rates were deregulated. 
This meant that S & L's were forced tb 
compete more for deposits (that is , com-
pete with all other financial institutions). 
Then, there were tremendous efforts by 
the federal reserve to reduce inflati.on by 
withdrawing money out of the economy 
which-pushed interest rates up. According 
to Professor Michael Sinclair, who teaches 
a course on banking law here at New York 
Law School , "that meant to get deposits 
against all competitors, and there were a 
lot of new competitors (e.g., investments 
and trusts of various kinds as well.as com-
mercial banks) coming into the market for 
places to put a depositor's money, the S 
& L's like everybody else had to bid up 
old home loans, .lots of which are down 
around 7 or ·8 percent; there is a tremen-
dous squeeze on their income." They are 
not receiving sufficient income from these 
low-interest loans. 
Second, the deregulation permitted the 
S & L' s to get into a whole Jot of services 
that are usually handled by commercial 
banks, e .g. , college loans and, to a limit, 
other commercial lending activities . 
"As a background," says Professor Sin-
clair, "lending is a specialist's business, 
in that there are different industries and 
segments of lending markets, and they are 
all specialized. So, when it comes to com-
mercialized loans, you have to have 
people lo make those commercial loans 
with expertise in commercial lending. 
.. ..- - ·. 
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"And what happens," Professor Sinclair 
maintains, "when you allow the S & L's 
to get · into [this specialized lending], 
which they desperately need to get the 
higher interest, is that they don 't have the 
managerial skills. They don ' t have people 
with expertise." What were the commer-
cial loans they got? "The ones people 
couldn't get from the commercial lenders. 
They tended to get the 'dogs'." 
So, the problem of deregulation in the 
industry, with the resultant changes in in-
terest rates and expanding services, is 
. probably the main reason why many of 
these institutions are broke. It seems that 
the healthiest institutions today are the 
ones that stuck to traditional S & L ac-
tivities, that is, home loans. 
(Con' t next page) 
-· HAPPY HOUR DRINK PRICES AT ALL TIMES FOR ~YLS "STUDENTS WITH ID CARD 
1 0%· off food with ID card 
. . 
New Sports Arcade· ' 
~ I.:.unch. and Dinner · 
a • --
- 99 .Hudson Street '. . .. ···(21.2) 219-0909 . 
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Other reasons commonly offered are 
fraudulent management and various crim-
inal activities, which are always major 
concerns in every organization. However, 
a discussion of these reasons is beyond 
the scope of this article. 
Another Boring Record Review 
What are possible solutions? There are 
perhaps several : 
One solution already put forth by Pres-
ident Bush is to combine the management 
of the FSLIC with the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation (FDIC), which in-
sures most of the other financial institu-
tions in this country. "It's a good idea," 
agrees Professor Sinclair, "to put the two 
insurance operations in the managerial 
hands of people who are experts on insur-
ance. 
"Of course, funds will not be commin-
gled-<:ommercial bankers would be ab-
horrent knowing the billions sitting in the 
FDIC would be accessible to bail outS & 
L's." Perhaps in the future, when things 
stabilize and weak S & L's have disap-
peared, commercial b~nkers won't mind 
the funds commingled. 
Another solution would be to strictly 
re-regulate the banking industry. This 
would force the institutions to become 
specialists once again. But as a practical 
matter, however, this solution would be 
difficult to achieve. "Deregulation," Pro-
fessor Sinclair believes, "was not a good 
idea. But after they start doing all the extra 
' 
by -~icholas A: Smit~ race. Not that there ~eren 't any good tunes 
Real _excitmg year )~ mUSIC, 1988. to be heard, but I just aon't know how 
Yeah, ngh~. ,The only thmg more bo~ng long Guns'N'Roses or the Pet Shop Boys 
than ~ock n roll last year was M1ke or Tracy Chapman will hold anyone's at-
Dukakis, and even that was a pretty close tention (and I like all of them, but I'm not 
. so sure any one of them holds up to any 
activiti~s, it becomes very hard to retrench ' sort of scrutiny, 'cept for maybe PSB who 
and tell the S & L' s to cut things out. -seem to be rebelling by playing along all 
Somehow, the original functions have to too well). There were . "underground" 
be recovered." Therefore, as a practical groups that turned out some worthwhile 
matter, it may not be possible to get back stuff, but they alf seem to be playing to a 
to the highly regulated interest rates and more and more limited audience, so what 
the like. "Bankers ·think that the industry are we left with? Two angry, funny, ex-
is overregulated and want to get into more plosive, · uh, inspiring ·platters by two 
activities." · · pretty radically different groups, Public 
Other common solutions would be to Enemy and Last Exit. 
re-allocate the budget and change tax Now you might be asking yourself, 
schemes, · sell more government bonds, "Hu~, who is dat?'-! Well, don't 'bother. If 
and to raise taxes. you don't know about the former, well 
As a final point, while it is quite true then you must have been living on Uranus, 
that many S & L's are in serious finanCial or at least sitting on it for too long because 
trouble, the overwhelming majority are . they just happen to be the pop music 'ex-
doing quite well . The healthiest ones seem perience of the moment. Besides being 
to be those that have stuck with traditional pretty righteous dudes, they're funny as 
activities. I believe that solutions must hell and the music on this disc redefines 
strive to this end. Simply raising taxes or where rap is headed in the near future (at 
selling bonds won't do it alone; combining least I hope so anyway) . Everyone from 
the managements of the FSLIC with the Slayer to John Coltrane gets sampled, and 
FDIC, andre-regulating the industry, are there are enough whirring, wheezing and 
probably the best solutions to a scary prob- whining noises to drive any self-respecting 
!em. Whitney Houston fan up a wall. Chuck 
D. and Flavor Flav (nice names) are con-
cerned about a lot of stuff and it seems 
damn genuin'e, as they're s~rious enough 
to be able to laugh at themselves through 
the bile they spew. Flav sneezes and jokes 
all over Chuck's spiels on racism, "false 
media" (i.e., reviews they clon't like), 
women, prison, and yuppie radio stations 
who won't play them because they're "too 
black" (whatever that's supposed to 
mean), but the joking ·never clouds the 
messages. The name of the record is It 
Takes a Nation of Millions To Hold Us 
Back, it's on Def Jam Records, it's prob-
ably on everyone'~ top ten list anyway, 
but it deserves the recognition, and I felt 
like writing about it. 
Last Exit is a "jazz group," but I guess 
they're more like Motorhead than Pat 
Metheny or Charlie Mingus. All the critics 
call 'em a heavy metal band, but they 
couldn't care less. They don't need lyrics 
to get what they want to say across, as 
Iron Path, their first major label album 
(on Virgin Records) veers between anger, 
ennui, hope-and all those other emotions 
(I'm just not naming them all.) Even 
though you probably haven't heard of 
them, some of the best instrumentalists in 
creative music are in this band, with Sonny 
Sharrock on guitar, Ronald Shannon 
.-------------------------__:_------------------""""Jackson on "tubs," Bill Laswell (yup, the 
KAPIAN-SMH BAR REVIEW 
FREE REVIEW LECTURES 
.r ~ -:> , r. r • t : 
Kaplan-SMH Bar Review Services invites all interested law students to 
attend any of the following review lectures. Lectures are on videotape, 
and there is absolutely no admission charge or obligation. 
EVIDENCE I 
(3 hours) 
presentation of Evidence, 
Impeachment, Burdens of 
Proof and Intro to Hearsay 
EVIDENCE II 
(3 hours) 
Hearsay (continued), 
Privileges, Relevancy and 
Writings 
CORPORATIONS 
(3 hours) 
General Corporations Law 
with emphasis on the Model 
Business Corporations Act. 
STANUYH. 
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dude who produces everyone from Iggy 
Pop to Mick Jagger to PIL) on bass and 
Peter Brotzman on dying-goose 
saxophone. If only all improvisational 
music sounded this coherent, this strong, 
but alas only Last Exit seem to be able to 
take rock's energy and beat and fuse it to 
jazz music's "free" style. This music is 
pretty indescribable, so I guess you'll 
either have to check this out for yourself 
or miss out. 
I bet you're. asking "Why should l care 
about these records, Nick?" right about 
now. Well, Idon'trightlyknowhow much 
more I can say in their·favor, except that 
the emotions here are real, or at least I 
think they are, that these guys have some-
thing to get off their collective chests~ and 
in these days of "don't worry' feel crappy" 
revivalism, and vapid surface-as-every-
thing one-dimensionalism, that's impor-
tant. I know we all have feelings, it's just 
that sometimes they all seem so hidden 
that it's good to see someone jumping up 
and down, venting all the pent up energy, 
that we all feel at one time or another, in 
public. 
SOUTHERN 
HOSPITALITY 
Restaurant Review 
By Dan Muallem 
The 3 ROSES bar and grill at 31 I 
Church St., between Walker St. and Canal 
St., has gone Cajun. Under new manage-
ment, the 3 Roses has completely I:e-
vamped its menu. 
The menu sports such new delights as: 
Grilled Alligator Sausage, Catfish, 
Gumbo of the Day, and Chicken.. from 
Hell. Prices are reasonable with dinner 
entrees starting at $10.95. 
The new owners, Rusty Evers, man-
ager, and Laura Vella, chef, do their best 
to make customers feel comfortable. All 
the tables have crayons and butcher paper 
coverings so you can let your muse run 
wild while waiting for dinne . The bar still 
offers bowls of chips for the drinking 
crowd and the atmosphere is great for 
drinking and conversation. 
This bar and grill is recommended for 
L-~._ __ ._~_.--.-~~-.~~ww-.~~~~~~~ww~~~~ww~~ .. ~~~~ .. ~~~~~~--~~ di~n~2f-~~[£}~~!~~tio~ .'! 
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PIZZA AND POLITICS Nationwide Domino's Boycott 
by J.M. Rubin 
(CPS}-Angered by the head pf the 
Domino's Pizza chain's $60,000 donation 
to a radical anti-abortion group, some 
campus women's groups want to convince 
college students around the country to stop 
buying from Domino's . 
operation. Monaghan has used his fortune Founded by- fundamentalist Randall - Muller maintained that "We don't want 
to bUy" the Detroit Tigers, amass a huge Terry , 29, Operation Rescue "is definitely to hurt the indivjdual franchises . We want 
collection of. houses and furniture de- thernostrambunctiousgrouponthisside," to pressure the parent company." 
signed by Frank Lloyd Wright and, espe- agreed Rachel McNair of Feminists For "I think it's unfair," the paren_t com-
cially in recent years, agitate against abor- Life of America, a Kansas City, Mo., pany' s Hingst charged. "They (the boycot-
iion. · based Right to Life group. ters) don't understand the franchise busi-
Most recently, he gave $50,000 to Op- "I don't know why he chose that par- ness. They're taking their argument to the 
"This is an issue students can focus on, 
one where they can be effective. What's 
more important than pizza?" asked Sally 
Packard . of Goucher College's (Md.) 
eration Rescue, a militant anti-abortion ticular group," Kerry McNulty ,_.,a spokes- wrong place. The franchisees are indi-
group that is best kno~n for harassing man for the Ann A~r, Michigan-based vidual businessmen." 
women as they try to enter abortion firm said of Monaghan's gift to Operation Under such arrangements, local busi-
clinics. Rescue , speculating it was "out of per- nesspeople buy equipment, supplies, ·signs 
Domino's Farms, the pizza chain's par- sonal convictions." and marketing help from the_ parent com-
Women's Issues Group. - ent firm, also donated $10,000 to the , Monaghan himself could not be reached pany, but own the local stores themselves. 
So far, it's had a dizzying effect on 
some pro-choice groups. "One day we 
were buying it and the next day we were 
mad_ at them," said Colleen Dermody, 
press liaison at the National Organization 
for Women's (NOW) Washington, D.C. 
headquarters. "This is serious. Feminists 
live on Domino's pizza." 
group. for comment. - Hingst estimated that two-thirds of the na-
"We' re protesting the gift to this spe- Operation Rescue spokeswoman Barb tion' s Domino's outlets are owned by local 
cific group," said Connecticut· College Magarra was grateful for the gift, but said interests, not by Monaghan's parent firm . . 
senior Stephanie Muller of · P-OWER group members didn't need it to continue "They should have thought of that be-
(People Organized for Women's Rights). "to put-their bodies on the line to intervene fore," replied Goucher's Sally Packard. 
"Their tactics are particularly radical and in stopping 'the prem~ditated murder of "McDonald's speaks for all its outlets. 
obstructiVe to women's groups." preborn children and the exploitation of Domino's does the same thing. Some of 
She said group members have physi- American women." the profits from the franchise go back to 
cally blocked clinics' entries, "called The boycott itself has started slowly Domino's. They have to take the conse-The effect so far on Domino's, which 
considers the campus market as one of its 
most important, can't oe measured,' com-
pany public relations director Ron Hingst 
said. 
every five minutes to tie up phone lines since NOW proposed it in early March. quences of their actions." 
(and) made false appointments, giving At Connecticut College, where feminist In fact, some franchisees agree. 
them access to waiting rooms and keeping groups were among the first to act on the ~'All Domino's stores are not necessar-
The groups-led by NOW-are aiming 
to hurt Tom Monaghan, who built 
Domino's into a giant 500-store franchise 
legitimate clients out. They harangue pa- boycott, "We have posters on campus ask- ily in agreement' with Monaghan's feel-
tients and staff, shout t~ings like 'baby ing students to support local pizza makers ings or the donation to Operation Rescue, 
killer,' and are generally very threaten- . and giving their phone numbers," Muller said Bryan Cole, manager of a New Lon-
ing." reported. . don, Conn., Domino's near the co·nnec-
.--------------------------"-----------:---------~___:_.....;_ ____ . ticut College campus. 
• 
Compare The Courses,· 
. Com~are The Prices, 
And Switch To Marino Col!lprehensive. 
You'll Save Up To $325.! _ 
Time is short. The New York & New jersey Bar Exams 
are almost upon us. And the decision you make as to which 
bar review you take, is one you 'U have to live with toe a long 
time. So we're going to give it to you straight 
In the past several years, the form, content and objectives 
of the N.Y. & NJ. Bar Exams have changed significantly-
from an emphasis on rote memory and filets, to one that 
concentrates on understanding, application and a candi-
date's ability to practice law. In filet, these changes are so 
pervasive that the skills a student could depend on to get 
through the exam just 3 short years ago, are-inadequate toe 
the new exams. This fuct was highlighted recently by The 
Chief Examiner of The NJ. Bar, when he 
These are· the fucts. Plain and simple, You can believe the 
other guy's propaganda if you like. You can pretend that the 
bar exam is just the same old thing it's always been. You can 
ltope toe the best, or just dose your eyes and pray that you 
pass. 
Or you can think like a lawyer. . 
Which means furgetting an the hype, and just taking a 
long hard look at an the prog(lllllS available to you. Be 
smart Be ruthlessly analytical. Irivestigate, evaluate, scruti-
nize and compare. You11 see that there's really only one sen-
sible choice . . 
Even if you've already made a deposit on another course, 
it's easy to puU the switch to Marino Omtpre-
described programs such as Pieper's as being 
utterly "ineffective." Similarly, last summer 
BARBRI tried to update their co~rse. The 
result was too little, too late .. . and.a mass 
exodus of students demanding refunds. 
-
hensive. Just send us your application along 
with proof of other course registry, !l $50. 
check, and_you switch is on. We'll even give 
you a $200. credit toe switching, plus the early 
enrollment discount of Sl25.-toe a grand total 
of up to $325. in saving'i! Ulre we said before, On the other hand, Marino has been aware 
of these changes since they began 8 
years ago. And every year our courses 
have been adjusted and sharpened to 
match those ~ 1bday, our pro-
gratm are the only oneS that are time· 
tested and have been proven to be 
~against the new exams. 
------
MARINO 
-------
COMPREHENSIVE 
-------
-
\\11:: want to make it easy toe you to 
pull the switch. Now an you have to 
do is think like a lawyer. 
Marino Bar Re9iew, Inc. 
115 E. 19th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10003 
Z12-420-9800 1-800:J-MARINO 
"The donation was personal," he added, 
"but the company name was involved. It 
was· not appropriate." 
Cole thought it was "too early to gauge 
the effect of the boycott" on his store. His 
business, he said, was "maintaining-." 
NYLS Elections 
Finally Produce 
a President 
By Lawrence Siry 
!he ballots have been counted. The 
·campaigning is over. NYLS has a new 
Student Bar Association Executive Board. 
Well, not quite, after all the campaigning, 
and ·an the counting_, there was a tie for 
the top slot of president between Cynthia 
Hanrahan and Martin Schnabel. 
Each of the two candidates received 
one-hundred and twenty votes apiece. 
Candidate Cynthia Hanrahan reacted by 
saying, "Ties in elections are very un-
likely, however, this election-just goes to 
show that eyery vote counts:'' Martin 
Schnabel commented that ". . ·. a tie is 
better than a loss, ... but that the run-off 
would take time away from studies." A . 
run-off election was held on Mar~h 29th 
and 30th. Cynthia Hanrahan won , 193 to 
169. 
Each candidate had a plan of action if 
elected. Hanrahan wanted to improve li-
brary efficiency, 
1 
insure that all women's 
bathrooms are equipped with tampon ma-
chines, institute a tuition forgiveness pro-
gram for students who pursue legal aid 
careers upon graduation, and improve the 
career placement office, making it acces-
sible to all students, not just the top 15 
percent. Schnabel wanted to jnsure that 
the financial aid office is better staffed, 
increase student parking slots, and in-
crease space available to students through-
out the law school. 
There are over 1200 stuqents enrolled 
at NYLS, yet only 443 voted in the origi-
nal election, about 36 percent of those 
eligil?_le. 
Other positions that were decided in the 
election were: the day division vice pres-
ident, won by Michael Isaacs; evening di-
vision vice president, won by Glen Miller; 
attorney general, won by Kirk Callander; 
treasurer, won by Michael Capparis; and 
ABA representative, won by Mark Roth-
berg. Joan Whelan ran unopposed for the · 
office of secretary. These new officers will 
begin almost immediately. 
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THE ROVING REPORTER Anne Aycock 
and 
FACULTY QUESTION: IFYOUWONTHELOTIERY, WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITH THE MONEY? Susan Fleischman 
PROFESSOR CARLIN MEYER 
What I would probably do is buy_ a beau-
tiful house in the country to share with all 
my friends. What I hope I would do is 
give it to an organization that would use 
it for social change, like housing for the 
homeless or the National Lawyers Guild. 
PROFESSOR ALLEN DILLARD 
BOYER 
I'd endow a chair and found a journal. 
This would be a minor league publishing 
empire: I'd visit India and live happily 
ever after. Of co_urse , if you have a chair 
and a journal, you do live happily ever 
after. 
PROFESSOR E. DONALD SHAPIRO MARTHA COOPER, Ph.D. 
That's a tough question. I've almost given I'd put a window-in my office. 
up on dreams and I' m so compulsive I 
don't think I'd change my life and I'm not 
that good that I'd give a substantial portion · 
away. 
The Doors Only A Few Can Open 
by Jenice L. Malecki 
"You are servant and I am king,"- was there is "one case unreported or being held 
just one of the intimidating remarks Jill confidential at a support clinic." 
[fake names have been substituted] re- The legal system has historically left 
membered being told by her husband. In abused women out in the cold, focusing 
1975 JiiJ married Jack and not long after on the violence only when the assailant 
she became continuously told that she was has become the victim. The age-old con-
merely an inferior being, unworthy of cept of marital privacy has evoked decades 
peace or happiness. ·of uncovered abuse. Studies by psychiat-
"1 own you and I have the papers to rists are beginning to prove that battered 
prove it," is another claim she vividly re- women become unable to assess theirown 
membered him expressing. "You can't un- situations clearly and begin to- question 
derstand how humiliating it is to have your themselves. The result is victimization. 
husband knock your teeth out. When you "To be honest," remarks Westchester 
haven't had a job in over ten years you police officer Joseph Dodano, "a police 
begin to believe you are. worthless and you officer would rather step into a bank rob-
begin to rationalize it." bery than a household argument." Police 
"No one is going anywhere," remarked often walk away from a "family fight" 
Karen's · husband Karl when she was after advising the members of their rights. 
scheduled to appear in court for an Order "Odds are four to one," Officer Dodano 
of Protection from his violent actions in continues, "that an officer will die in the 
their home. Although the police did escort -middle of a family argument than any 
Jill to court, she was forced to leave her other situation." 
one-year-old daughter in the house with Where does this.leave women? Unpro-
her husband. When she returned from tected is the answer to this question. 
court she found her husband drunk and "There exists the need for serious-judicial 
her child soaked in urine. consideration 'of actions that challenge the 
Both these women are typical clients of inadequate police protection of abused 
The Legal Aid Society of Westchester wives," comiTlents Kay W . Shames, the 
County. This organization is finding it iil- attorney in charge of the Legal Aid Soci-
creasingly difficult to keep up with ~he ety's civil division. "Although the Four-
growing demands for aid. Jack and Karl teenth Amendment guarantees equal pro-
both entertain attitudes which stiiJ linger tection under the law," continues Ms. 
in society-some drug induced, others Shames, "there seems to be discrimination 
not. Fortunately, there seems to be a grow- against victims of domestic violence who 
ing concern for the victim, but it is stiiJ probably need extraordinary protection to 
difficult to avoid bec9ming one. combat their powerlessness in social and 
The Domestic Violence Unit of political positions." 
Westchester County reports 2,805 peti- . New York State Law allows battered 
tions forOrders.ofProtection. This is more women to sue their spouses for a divorce 
than a two-hundred percent increase since on the grounds of Cruel and Inhuman 
1980 when there were only 650 reported Treatment, mental or physical. If the di-
cases. "For each case reported," specu- vorce is uncontested, it costs $172.00 in 
lates Frank Pannillo, Chief Clerk of the court fees_ and Legal Aid Societies will 
Family Court for Domestic Violence, handle it. If it is contested, court fees rise 
MARIA NEWMAN, LAWYER/ 
LIBRARIAN 
I'd buy a silver Jaguar, upgrade my hus-
band's stereo, buy new furniture for my 
empty house, and play the stock market. 
PROFESSOR DAVID S. 
SCHOENBROD 
I'd go to Bhuttan, trekking in the moun-
tains, visit a monastery and collect beau-
tiful things. Then I'd go to Tibet and buy 
some chalk for .room A703,!~ 
PROFESSOR ALETA G. ESTREICHER 
I've never given it a thought. I never won 
anything before. I guess I'd buy an ocean 
front house somewhere, fix up my house 
which is old, dilapidated and wonderful. 
1'!1 go on a cruise on the QE"II, the long 
one, and I'd take my . whole family. Oh 
yes, season tickets for the METS, that's 
for me, and YANKEES tickets for my son. 
~ ·---; 
PROFESSOR RICHARD BECK 
I'd buy a house or a larger apartment. I'm 
sure I'd invest it, buy some municipal 
bonds, if I could bring myself to spend it. 
Or maybe I'd start a new law school in 
Rhode Island. 
along with the necessity to seek out legal tified to cmild not have been all that bad 
representation on one's own. An uncon- ' or else she would have left him long ago. 
tested divorce can take months, a con- BWS is not a mental disease but a form 
tested, years. These are options, though, of self-defense. 
for those lucky enough to make it far The court reasoned that those inexperi-
enough to get help. enced in abusive situations must come to 
Many women who suffer beatings at understapd the various reasons a victim is 
the hands of their spouses are not fortunate forced to remain. The testimony can be 
enough to make it that ·far. Often, when used 'to show that a reasonable woman 
the ·police are called in, the couple is re- who has been subjected to abuse in the 
ferred to family court. In court they are past will know when her life is in danger 
often jnstructed to try and work things out. and thus be justified in killing or wounding 
Obtaining an Order of Protection, a in self-defense: 
document that "allows" police to intervene "We need to· be reminded that abused 
in family matters, is not easy either. Ifthe women are ordinary people put into ex-
husband contests, the couple must go traordinary circumstances. They need 
through hearings and a trial. special help and guidance to combat phys-
Shelters such as the A Woman's Place ical, social and legal barriers to obtain 
in Westchester provide services to women their freedom," said Ms. Shames. Regard-
in abusive situations. less of how quickly our society realizes 
A Woman's Place specializes in making that it must give battered women legally 
women productive members of society. It enforceable means to escape abuse, their 
helps women find jobs and places to live, present choices are limited. "I kept think-
which is much needed because those ing he would change," remarked Jill, "but 
women strong enough to make it through it turned out that he changed me, and I 
a divorce are often left penniless. thank God it's almost over." 
"We help those women who are able to 
leave. Unfortunately, there are many who 
cannot," remarked Ms. Charlene New-
burg ·of the Center. "People don't under-
stand that these men want control, they 
will follow our women and drag them 
home. · These women are scared-and feel 
powerless; [but] we can't do anything 
without their help," she continued. 
Battered women who retaliate, as we 
have s.een in the case of Karen Straw who 
killed her husband on December 19, 1986, 
are often further battered in court. "It is 
often s.een as the woman's place to 'es-
cape' her oppressive situation," testified 
Ms. · Straw, "but we often cannot." Fortu-
nately, she was acquitted, but other 
women who testify to acting in self-de-
fense are facing -criminal sentences. 
In the case of People v. Torres, the 
court allowed testimony describing Bat-
tered Woman's Syndrome to be used be-
cause it counteracts the conclusion that 
the beatings and threats the defendant tes-
.. 
I 
i 
. I 
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This Summer, the PIEPER BAR REVIEW will be 
" ·conducting a tape course in the following NEW 
~~~m: . . . 
CANARSIE, BROOKLYN 
- CENTRAL PARK WEST (at 64th Street) 
STQNYBROOK, ·suFFOLK COUNTY 
. 
e'APRIL 1989 
Seating is limited. If you desire to :sit ·at any of these 
locations, contact the PIEPER.office at your earliest 
opportunity. · . ,,; .· . . . , 
. I 
O~her PIEPER Tape locations: 
' 
NEliV YORK CITY-Downtown, NASSA_U, WESTCHESvER, 
ALBANY, BOSTON, B.UFFALO, NEWARK, 
PHILADELPHIA, SUFFOLK-HUNTINGTON, 
WASHINGTON, D.C., SYRACUSE, 
QUEENS, BRIDGEPORT 
~ PIEPER NEWYORK-MULTISTATE _BAR REVIEW, LTD . . 
-
90 WILUS A VENHE . 
. ,. . .,.:,. 
MINEOLA, NEW YORK 1·1501 
(516) 747-4311 
;\,'. · . . . l 
li . r 
-;1' . ' 
j.Jjt::.. . 
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Professor Teitel (con't.) 
where the court actively protected the in-
terests of minorities. Religious activities 
in public schools was cited as another ex-
ample where the court took an activist 
stance to insure the separation of church 
and state because young children are con-
sidered to be more impressionable and, 
therefore, vulnerable to the idea of a con-
nection between government and a speci-
fic religion. 
Larry Reilly of CLS during 
question and answer session. 
Professor Teitel continued the lecture 
with a short voting history of each of the 
sitting Supreme Court Justices on church-
state issues. Recent appointments to the 
Court and the federal bench in general 
have expressed a more restrained interpre-
tation of the constitutional protection af-
forded by the establishment clause. Recent 
· Court decisions suggest a movement to-
wards a non-preferential establishment 
principle; the recognition of one religion 
is unconstitutional, while such recognition 
of all religions would not b.e unconstitu-
tional. 
While the religious rhetoric of the Bush 
campaign was significantly less than for-
mer President Reagan's I 984 campaign, 
Professor Teitel believes that some issues 
foreshadow new controversy in the 
church-state arena. Specifically, the issue 
of the pledge of allegiance being manda-
tory in public schools. Jehovah's Witness-
es, who by their religious principles, can-
not take an oath of allegiance to any entity 
save God, successfully sued · in the late 
1940s to prevent the mandatory recitation 
of the pledge of school children. When 
the case came before the Supreme Court 
the mandatory pledge was declared uncon-
stitutional. President Bush's open chal-
lenge to Democratic Candidate Dukakis' s 
veto of a pledge bill in Massachusetts may 
have been mere campaign rhetoric or. it 
may·portend future church-state court bat-
tles to come. 
While against governmental sponsor-
ship of religion, Professor Teitel is not 
anti-religion. Professor- Teitel believes 
that separation of church and state has 
been important to the furtherance of reli-
gion in this country as it has helped to 
foster religious freedom and pluralism. 
There are over 1400 separate practicing 
religions in this country, and interest in 
religion is at an all time high level statis-
tically. Professor Teitel noted she does not 
oppose religious involvement in politics, 
and that such involvement has contributed 
to the political debate in our country. 
Miller Apologizes For 
'Sexist'. Spring Break Ad 
(CPS)--For the second time in two "Beachh' Times" and laced with refer-
months, a major beer company )las gotten . ences to women .as "babes," suggestions 
in ·trouble .with the student press. · for luring women to bed ("swallow her 
This time, Miller Brewing Co. of Mil- car keys") and entreaties to "name some-
waukee has sent a letter to the editors of thing you can- dink, bump and · poke. 
55 college papers apologizing for a "sex- Hint-it's not a Babe. I_t's a volleyball." 
ist" spring break advertising supplement It w~ almost Miller itself. -The Univer-
that, Miller said, it had really meant as a sity of Wisco11sin at Madison's· s_tudent 
satire. government proposed a student boycott of 
"We blew it," the company wrote in all Miller products when it saw the 16-
apology for its supplement, · called page, four-color .insen. -
The · Gamecock at th~ -University 
La VIlla 
: WHOLE WHEAT 
. j PIZZA 
EVERYTHING 
FRESH 
NO CANS! 
NO CANS! 
J AND ~ -REGULAR j. 
HOME OF THE 
. VERY DELICIO.US VEGETARIAN PIZZA 
134 WEST BROADWAY 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10013 
385-1313 385-1318 
FREE DELIVERY 
HOURS: 11 AM TO 10 PM 
La Villa 
the 55 papers for which it was intended, 
and that was by mistake because ·CASS, 
the Evanston, IlL-based ad broker firm 
that arranged to distribute it, didn't halt 
. them in time. 
"The piece wasn't being interpreted as 
parody;" said Bev Jurkowski, Miller's · ·· . ·_ 
public relations manager. . • · 
"The people who objected were I 00 · 
percent concerned about the sexist aspects 
The Helmsman offices were closed for 
. spring break, and no one could be reached 
, to confirmor .deny..sending suc:b a letter. 
f 
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Exclusionary clauses (con't.) 
conference on February 8, 1989, to ad-
dress the charges-Schnabel brought against 
them. The transCJjpt to the press confer- · 
ence is available through the public affairs 
department of the school. At the press con-
ference, tbe studepts voiced their concerns 
about the possible long-range effects of 
not being able to limit membership of the 
executive boards. They discussed the need 
for restrictions so that the best interests of 
both Blac~ and Latino minorities are fur-
thered . 
in their constitutions seemed "an obvious make the "theological coml!litment_" found ' issues of affirming student organizations, 
wrong" and, therefore, he needed to bring in CLS's constitution would be excluded as well as allocating student money, left 
the suit. Because student activity fee from becoming an officer of the organiza- to SBA-in other words- student control . 
monies fund the organizations· named in tion. 
the suit, Schnabel argued it is a violation Regarding the allocation of student ac-
of. the Law School's Policy on Human tivity money for a religiously-bonded or- · 
R-ights to exclude executive board mem- ganization, Mr. Reilly cited a recent Su-
bership ~?ased on one's racial, religious or preme Court decision, Bowen v. Kendrick, 
ethnic background. On a "social-policy" and ::1rgued that using school funds to sup-
level , Schnabel also claimed that exclu- port CLS is only an " incidental and re-
sionary clauses seek to destroy, rather than mote"· advancement of religion and there 
to encourage, the interaction of students should be no excessive entanglement lead-
Need for Effective Role Models: 
LLSA And BLSA 
Perhaps the most moving of all the pre-
sentations was given by LLSS spokesman 
Celestina Ortiz-Jefferson. Ms. Ortiz-Jef-
ferson discussed that LLSS members feel 
exclusionary membership on the executive 
board is based on the need for presenting 
the most positive and effective role models 
for the organization. It is LLSS's belief 
that their goals are furthered more effi-
ciently and succes.sfully by the Latino 
members. $he described the feelings of 
discrimination she faces each day as a 
Latino woman .both in society as well as 
within ·the Law School. A Committe<' 
member asked why LLSS did not feel th .. , 
non-Latinos could be just as effective ·. 
role models. Ms. Ortiz-Jefferson agr"< t; 
that while membership of non-Latin< · ~. ; ~ 
important and permitted, she felt that e., , . .. 
though they can sympathize, they are n. · 
Latinos, and may not be able to un_derstantl 
the Latino concerns. Ms. Ortiz-Jefferson 
argued that the LLSS programs both with-
in the school and in the outside community 
-are beneficial to minorities. Because both 
LLSS and BLSA want to "be in control 
Dean Forms Faculty-Student 
Committee to Hear Concerns 
Due to the great emotional, political and 
personal concerns raised by the· suit, Dean 
Simon organized a Faculty-Student Or-
ganizations Policy Committee, chaired by 
Professor Nadine Strossen, -to hear the 
concerns of students and to make recom-
mendations to the faculty and the admin-
istration regarding student organization 
policies and procedures. The entire law 
school community was invited to file 'p_os-
ition papers expressing views either in 
support of or in opposition to the supposed 
discriminatory classes of certain organiza-
tions. Before the Committee was to meet, 
many students objected to the fact that 
recommendations the Faculty-Student Or-
ganizations Policy Committee might make 
to the administration could change the role 
of fund allocation policies. Some students 
stressed that because the SBA is a student-
run body that they are best qualified to 
deal with the case at hand, as well as the 
allocation of student fund money to sup-
port these organizations.· Others ·believed 
that because the two. student members of 
the Organizations Policy Committee were 
closely related to, the organizations and 
the complaint at .issue, their recommenda-
tions would be biased and they should not 
have been members on the Committee. 
At the Committee hearing held on 
March 3, 1989, Plaintiff Schnabel ex-
plained that ~ven though he understands 
the concerns of the organizations, he felt 
that on their face , the exclusionary clauses 
of all races and creeds. . ing to an establishment clause violation. 
Schnabel stated that since the organiza- Mr. Reilly furtper argued that CLS's 
tions in question were approved by the purpose and aim is "toward the benefit 
SBA and, "it is my belief that this is a and education of the student body." CLS's 
student problem, [it] therefore should be concern , however, is that if the officers 
adjudicated by the Student Judiciary do not affirm the statement of faith, then 
Board." He asked that the Committee re- leadership would be open "to· someone 
frain from making any policy recommen- who does not even believe in the Bible or 
dations to the faculty and administration Jesus [and] would be a farce ... CLS 
until tlie final outcome by the Judiciary claimed it had a "legitimate interest" in 
Committee has been made. He also ob- restricting the membership and that its 
jected to Committee Auggie Ribeiro's leadership is best left to those who can 
being a panel member, asking for him to further that interest. 
disqualify himself as Ribeiro is President Michael Braverman, President of the 
of the SBA and his presence on the Coni- Jewish Law Student Association (JLSA), 
mittee might be a conflict of interest. . was invited to speak before the Committee 
in order to distinguish that organization's 
CLS Sees Affirmation of Faith As policies. Braverman explained that mern-
Neeessary Part of Organization _ bership and executive board rnemiJership 
On behalf of CLS, Larry Reilly ad- is open to all students. "The students who 
dressed the Committee and argued that it organized JLSA cited the anti-semitic 
was necessary for' the organization to be pressures prevalent in the process," Br;.a-
allowed to control its executive committee verman said .. Even though it contained no 
"in order to maintain the unique character exclusionary clauses, JLSA had difficulty 
of the group." CLS has a specific purpose, getting their charter approved by the SBA. 
according to Mr. Reilly , which includes He also explained that JLSA does not 
teaching, prayer. and Bible study to learn study the Torah, but rather focuses on cur-
what it means to become a Christian law- rent issues of cJmrch/state concerns and 
yer. Conceding that as it is religious in of Jewish Le·gal studies including First 
~ature, CLS argued its rnel}lbership must, Amendment rights , Israel and Middle East 
therefore, maintain its religious bonds at conflicts. 
the executive committee level. If there is Ed Itturalde, SBA Attorney General, 
"change [in the policy of restricted corn- spoke next on behalf of the SBA. A be-
mittee membership], the student body will liever in maintaining the "status quo," Mr. 
not hear our point of view ." Itturalde contended that the U.S. Constitu-
CLS executives must affirm the state- tion should not apply to these issues. Rec-
rnent offait-h found in its constitution. CLS ognizing that the faculty has the "supreme 
beli.eves only Christian members who power in deciding policy issues," he feels 
have proven their faith in God, Jesus and that in deciding on student organizations 
the Bible are qualified to teach the Bible and the policies involved, they should re-
study, lead their prayers and in tum, sit frain from using that power in this situa-
on the executive board. Those who do not tion. Like Schnabel , the SBA wants the 
NETWORK RESUMES 
Personalized Career Services: 
• 
• 
Complete resume writing or editing of your draft . 
In-house laser typesetting and graphics . 
• 
• 
Personalized cover letters, professional presentations . 
Available database of 1000+ law firms . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Convenient downtown location . 
Rush service available . 
Call for telepht>ne estimates . 
No-charge resume evaluation . 
Special Offer to New York Law School Students 
and Gradu·ates: One-page laserset resume (your draft), 
100 copies (your choice of paper), 100 personalized 
cover letters (with envelopes), use our database or 
your list: $165. 
Downtown office: 
139 Fulton Street, Suite 605 
Corner of Nassau Street 
(212) 233-5993 
Midtown office: 
60 East 42nd Street 
(212) 687-2411 
You never get a second chance lo make a first impression. 
of their own destiny" they must be allowed 
to operate the organization with exclusion-
ary membershio un the executive boards," 
Both BLSA and LLSS feel they are best 
represented by an executive board that is 
able to further the goals of minorities. 
BLSA and LLSS have anmged community 
out-reach programs where NYLS students 
visit area high schools to encourage stu-
dents to ·continue in their educatio~ so that 
they, too, may achieve goals, benefit so-
ciety, and perhaps even attend law school. 
Dan Simonette and Oscar McDonald 
spoke on behalf of BLSA. BLSA' Presi-
dent Dan Simonette discussed the impor-
tance of maintaining the exclusionary 
clause provisions of the. organization be-
cause a "non-minority member" might 
seek to undermine BLSA 's pasition within 
the school and society. While the general 
membership to BLSA is not restricted, 
Simonette spoke of the need to have the 
most effective role models for the organi-
zation and expressed the belief that only 
Black student members were eligible. 
Mr. Simonette and Kristie Velasco 
spoke of BLSA as a national organization. 
When BALLSA (remember that before 
this year-, BLSA and LLSS were a joint 
organization at NYLS) was organized at 
N¥"LS in 1979, the group was very small. 
· The voting ratios of minorities and non-. 
minorities were such that the minority 
votes might have been overpowered by 
the-non-minority vote. Ms. Velasco, an 
LLSS and Urban Law Society member 
and once a BALLSA executive, explained 
some of the history surrounding BLSA 
and LLSS~s maintaining exclusionary 
roembership on their executive boards. 
Early in the 80s there was an unsuccessful 
attempt to elect a white member of 
BALLS A as an officer. There was obvious 
tension during the entire process, Ms. Vel-
asco explain~Ed. Since then, both organiza-
tions felt it was absolutely necessary that 
their charter(s) be upheld to avoid the pOS-
sibility of th~ organizations being under-
mined by a non-Black or non· Latino board 
of executives~ 
Velasco explained that BLSA and LLSS 
were joint organizations only at NYLS, 
and therefore, under BLSA's national 
charter; as a Latino, she could not be a 
member of its exeeutive board. Mr. Si-
monette stated that, as BLSA executive 
membership is restricted to Black mem-· 
bers, a student of mixed-racial background 
. must identify himself as Black to be con-
sidered eligible for an executive chair. 
Oscar McDonald was joined by New 
York University Law SchOOl student and 
BLSA National Representative Londell 
McMillan in stressing that the exclusion 
of non-Blacks on the executive board was 
necessary to guarantee furtherance of the 
(Can't nut page) 
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goals of the entire organization. The 
spokesmen diseussed th~ need BLSA stu~ 
dents feel df having to "catch up" with 
the rest . of American society. Because 
"this country has not yet adopted a system 
of true equality," Mr. .McMillan felt that 
it is. of vital importance that.BLSA 's .deci-
sion-making body consist of Black mem-
bers nationwide. __ 
Mr. McDonald e~plained that to aban-
don the exclusionary membership from 
BLSA 's constitution at this point would 
mean a great setback for Blacks . BLSA 
needs exclusionary clauses to have their 
specific needs recognized, he argued, be-
cause "in order for Blacks to have identi-
fiable role models , they need positive vi-
sion, and this positive vision will only 
come from allowing membership to be 
limited to Blacks." 
BLSA members invited congressman 
Major R. Owens (R-Brooklyn) to speak 
on their behalf. His Senior Staff Member 
read a prepared statement to the _Commit-
tee. The thrust of the Congressman's argu-
ment was that based on one's basic First 
Amendment rights, BLSA and LLSS are 
engaged in constitutionally protected ac-
tivhies and their rights to peaceably as-
semble must not be obscured. The Con-
gressman was concerned about the possi-
ble moral and practical impact that chang-
ing constitutions of these organizations 
might cause-"AIIowing non-minorities 
to chair these committees Would lead to a 
chilling effect" and might conlcude with 
the undermining of the "articulated goals" 
of the organizations by a ·non-minority 
. board. 
Student Position Papers 
Both For and Against 
Position papers were submitted by 
NYLS students who did not address the 
Committee. Some students maintained 
that CLS has a "secular purpose" as recog-
nized by the Supreme Court in Lemon v. 
Kurtzman, and therefore CLS was cor-
rectly recognized by the SBA. lf the 
exclusionary clauses are stricken, there 
might be an infringement on CLS's .First 
Amendment Free Exercise rights, students 
NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL REPORTER 
bership. 
claimed. In response_tOthat position, other No information was available from 
students maintained that although CL'£ FordharrrtJniversity concerning-exclusive~ 
might have a secularporpose, the affinna- membership of organizations, but as the 
tion of faith requirement found in its con- school considers itself a religiously-af-. 
stitution js unnecessary to furthering the filiated ·school , they do not . permit any 
goals of the organization. religious organizations to form. The SBA 
Other students called fot the ·abolition has the decision--making power to allocate 
of any type of exclusion~ clausy being funds to the student organizations.· 
permitted within student organizations. At Columbia University Law School , 
One student argued _that because student all groups, including·"religious organiza-
activity monies are used for the funding tions," receive funds from the Student . 
of these organizations, general and execu- Senate. Funds are collected through the 
tive membership should be open to all. school's student activity fee. In addition 
More prevalent in lhe student position pa- to money that it is granted from the Student 
pers were feelings and . opinions that Senate, the BLSA chapter at Columbia 
exclusionary clauses did not pro!.Tiote Law receives additional support from the 
equality, and they also di'd not seek to administration of the University. 
promote the goals of the organizations. Recently the Brooklyn Law School 
Rather, these students felt exclusionary community faced similar controversies on 
clauses thwart the goals of the organiza- whether or not to allocate funds to all stu-
tions because "separatism is not progress." dent organizations. While all organiza-
These students -recommended prohibiting tions at Brooklyn Law must follow an 
any policy that discriminates 0'! the basis open-membership policy to receive fund-
of race or religion , arguing that "it is in- ing, and the qecision is entire.ly that of the 
comprehensible how a restriction such as SBA, the issue there was whether ,political 
this can more effectively help. attain the and religious organizations should be 
group's goals." funded with student money. B~cause no 
The Future of NYLS Student-
Organization Funding Policy 
The -other law schools in the city-area 
have varied decision-makingJind funding 
policies. At St . . John's University Law 
School, new organizations are approved 
by the faculty and administration'. The 
SBA, ,however, has full control of funding 
organizations. Organizations may not 
limit membership for any reasons. 
- At New York University School of 
Law, the SBA has recognized the JLSA, 
CLS and Catholic Law Students Associa-
tions. In order to get its charter approved, 
CLS had to remove the affirmation of faith 
requirement. Although CLS at NYU is 
religiously-based, they do not limit mem-
bership on th_e basis of religion. 
The NYU BLSA chapter has closed 
membership and closed meetings. While 
,dosed membership is prohibited by the 
SBA 's charter, the SBA President stated 
that the SBA had recognized that BLSA 
had -a reason for wanting restricted mem-
.amiable deicision could be met on which 
should or should not be funded, all student 
groups now receive funds. 
NYLS , in the past, has left decisions 
regarding the allocation of funds for stu-
dent organizations to the SBA. The SBA 
Attorney Gerleral Ed Itturalde is con-
cerned that the Faculty-Student Organiza-
tions Policy Committee might exclude the 
SBA from the decision-making process in 
the -future. He recommended in his posi-
tion paper before the Committee that "the 
faculty work together with the students as 
co-equals" on these issues. 
The Faculty-Student Organizations Pol-
icy Committee and the Staff of the Re-
porter urge you to get involved with the 
student organizations available at NYLS. 
In addition, we welcome any comments 
that you have in response to the complaint 
filed by Marty Schnabel or any of the 
po\icies at issue here. Y oqr responses wl\\ 
be passed along to Professor Strossen, and 
may have an impact on the Committee's 
recommendations. 
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A BEAST SCARIER 
THAN MOST: 
THE COUPLE UNIT 
By Diane- Wolfson 
Did you ever notice that when your 
friends get a serious boyfriend or girl-
friend, they cease to exist as an individual? 
What happens is they become part of the 
"couple unit." They are no longer.capable· 
of dealing as or being dealr with as sepa-
rate persons. 
I will illustrate by . way of example. 
When I graduated from college and moved 
back home, so did my friend Lucy. After 
about a year I decided to try to revive our 
friendship, which·used to be fairly cl9se 
all through high school until my sopho-
more year in college. I made various at-
tempts to jnvite her out, or over, for din-
ner, drinks;- horseback_ riding. However, 
much to my dismay, it seemed that after 
knowing her for almost ten years, I was 
no longer allowed to· see her alone. 
With each invitation, her responses 
varied, "Well , my fiance can't make it 
that night," and "My fiance can't wait to 
meet you." First of all_, when someone 
uses the word "fiance" a minimum of ten 
times in a four-min~te conversation, I 
want to gag. It wasn't until much later 
that I discovered his parents had actually 
given h\m a name. 
But what really got me was that she ef-
fectively precluded our getting ·together 
and chatting like we used to. Not that he 
would have mind~d, but I didn't know 
him. It just wouldn't have been the same. 
No~ to be discouraged, I continued 
to call , to try to get out with her, but to 
no avail. Needless to say, her efforts at 
consummating our date were feeble at 
best. 
I didn't get to see the couple-unit until 
l.inv\ted it to my party. Lucy, it seemed 
to me, jumped at the chance to be a symbol 
of "unity" to our friends. She arrived with 
(Con't next page) 
THE SQUAflE DINER 
The Generic Exam Answer 
.by Barry H. Block 
It happens to us all . E:ven though we 
think that we are prepared for final~. that 
perplexing question appears before us. In-
variably it is a convoluted confection of 
confusing facts, most of which are rele-
vant, some of which are not. All the pro-
. fessor wants y-ou to do is prove that you 
can apply your knowledge of the course 
materials and pres~nt a rational analysis. 
The problem is that you're not sure of 
exactly what t~ Prof wants and how you 
are going to survive the test. 
penned their original intent. It must be 
recognized that there has been a dialectical 
dimunition in state's rights, the most sig~ 
nificant recent example being Garcia.** 
The resolution of constitutionar issues 
would likely depend on whether or not 
they are approached from an interpretist 
or non-interpretist viewpoint. An examin-
ation must be made into how close the 
nexus is between the stipulated facts and 
the appropriate law . 
The court would also consider the na-
ture of substantive and procedural issues 
Fast Service Our Specialty 
BREAKJ-'AS'I' e LUNCH e UINNER 
Kindly tak~ orw of our Outgoing Menu¥ that an placed around the din ill&' aft a. 
For /'rompt DelH·rry Ca// 9:.!5-71&1 
SEAFOOD STEAKS CHOPS 
UIU.'::)rhuul StwUJl~- J(fic Ujj 
6 a . m . -1 I a . m . . -' p .m .c-1 J pcm . 
33 leonard Street New York 
Conceding that an A or a B is out of 
the question, how do you go about main-
taining respectability ... and maybe a C? · 
The followi_ng question and model answer 
may give you some insight into handling 
this uncomfortable dilemma. 
of due-process and determine whether they ._ __________ ....;.;. _______ --.--.;..;...---:-----------4 
bear a real and substantial relationship to 
an appropriate governmental interest. 
Their conclusion would depend on addi-
tional analysis of the facts, herein not pro-
Model Question 
I rid is Stress, an alien from the Twilight 
Zone has sublet an apartment in.the Stat~ 
of Euphoria and is in the process of apply-
ing for citizenship. One night, a policeman 
from the State of Panic, believing that he 
has probable cause, breaks into her apart-
ment and confiscates $49,942 in stolen 
bearer bonds which she found while scuba 
diving in international waters. She sues to 
recover· in federal court. Can she recover? 
Amilyze all relevant issues. 
Model Answer 
It Depends.* Various complicated con-
situtional issues are implicated in this 
problem. Significantly, the court is faced 
with the difficul~ and often perplexing 
question.of federaljsm, which it has wres-
tled with since our fom1dil.g fathers first 
vided. · 
As you. can see the secret of passing a 
law school exam goes to the heart of being 
a lawyer . . . being able to throw back an 
ambiguous answer containi-ng legal 
phrases in a convincing and (at least some-
what)- persuasive manner. You may not 
go down as a legal scholar, but you'll 
become enshrined in the penumbra of legal 
mediocrity. 
*This is your safest bet. Chances are 
there is no absolute yes or no answer to 
this question. This works in your ... . .... r 
because you probably don't have the fog-
giest idea of how to arrive at it anyway. 
So why take a 50% chance of being wrong. 
**It is definitely useful to cite the one-
"hot" case .of the course. ln Torts it's 
Palsgraf, in Civil Procedure it's Erie. Be 
sure you know at least this ONE case!!! 
J i ___ ~ 
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. . 
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Camelot,' con' t. matter with you, are you on crack, were 
you stealing money to buy crack?!': and 
looked at me-and I froze. I didn ' t know starts trying to scratch the guy' s eyes out. 
what to do so I turned away from her, and By this time I think all the comic books 
started walking in the opposite direction. I read as a child were having a deep effect 
I took two steps, and something deep in- on me, because I turned him away from 
ATTORNEY GENERAL PUTS 
VIDEO LOVE ON PAUSE 
• Page 17-
side of me just grabbed hold and said the crowd and said "Look, I'm a first year ress Release available to other members as a means of 
"What are you doing, you coward!!!" The Jaw student, and if you start to beat this On March 29, Attorney General Robert introductio!l, and to provide members 
next thing I know, I'm kind of half-jog- guy up,. he's· just gonna walk." I heard brams charged the owner of a defunct "with names and telephone numbers. of 
ging down the street after this guy, and this general murmur, and someone said, ideo dating service with defrauding New other members matched by mutual selec-
looking back at the woman so that she' ll "Yeah, he's right, we'lljust stay here until ork and New Jersey customers of thou- tion." 
at least see that I' m making an effort and the_police come." sands of dollars in illegal membership The Attorney General charged that 
get that accusing look off her face. So I'm Then someone in the crowd shouted, ees. Sacco sold illegal , non-refundable 
trucking down this street, not really trying "Hey, it's Christmas, this is New York, In a suit filed in State Suprerrie Court "lifetime" memberships, refused to allow 
to catch the guy, but at least now I'm Jet him go, nobody gets involved here." in Nassau County, the Attorney General consumers the legally required right to 
feeling a little better about myself. Well , yours truly shouts back "It's time seeks to permanently bar Introlens, Inc. cancel within three days of signing a eon-
Well , the guy was just about at the far things change around here." I know, r nd company president Vito Michael Sac- tract, and failed to provide members with 
comer and ready to break away, when all can't believe I said that, but by now I o , Jr., of Larchmont, from operating a the promised number of social referrals. 
of a sudden someone at that comer just thought I was in the twilight zone. Then social referral agency in New York. He said Introlens's membership con-
jumj>ed in front of him and took this stance the thief himself starts squirming, and says · In court Rapers , the Attorney General tracts contained several clauses designed 
like a linebacker about to make a tackle. to me, "Hey, why you holdin' me so said he had received complaints from 128 to circumvent the state Jaw requiring dat-
The guy sees this and cuts to the opposite tight?" I said to him, "Don' t pull that on ew York consumers who alleged that be- ing services to provide members with a 
comer, when all of a sudden someone on me pal, I was in hot pursuit and I'm using een 1982 and April 1988 they overpaid specified number of prospective social re-
that comer does the same thing. I see this, reasonable force , and I know the LAW" total of $84,850 to the service, with fees ferrals . 
and realize "Holy shit, he' s going to come . . . I must have been that poor guy' s ranging from $395 to $2,950, far above Despite financial difficulties, the Attar-
back this way!" I don't know what hap- worst nightmare-the vigilante I L! the $250 legal maxiinum. ney General charged, Sacco continued to 
pened, but I guess I got this rush of adrena- Finally the police came and got the situ- These consumers included 94 who al- solicit new members up to his last day in 
lin , and I kind of lowered myself and ation uncter control. They asked the legedly lost an additional $16,32.2 in mem- the office, enrolling at least 19 new mem-
headed full steam for this guy. He had woman what had happened, and she told bership fees when Introlens suddenly went . bers, and pocketing-at least $14,000, be-
just pulled up, turned around, and was them how the · guy grabbed her purse, ut of business in May, 1988. tween March and April. Intr:olens employ-
.still looking back when 0ur fates literally knocked her down, and started running 'Mr. Abrams said: ees were allegedly instructed to tell mem-
collided. · away. Then she looked at me and said, "New York State stepped in to regulate bers the offices were being "renovated" 
All I remember is putting my hand out "and this kind man caught him." The cop social referral agencies after receiving a and to caB back in two weeks; when mem-
to grab him as he ran towards me, and looked at me and said "hmm." Then she large number of complaints about dating bers went to Introlens offices they were 
just as I was about to grab him, my hand said to me, "I can' t believe that you did services' preying on consumers. locked and empty. 
closed and became a fist. It. was kind of that, and this is New York. My God, what "Sacco and Introlens took the usual The Attorney General said that although 
like he ran into my fist with his chest, and can I do to thank you?" Once again all scam a step further by charging member- Sacco never issued any refunds to mem-
the next thing I know I heard this lou~ those comic books got the better of me. I ship fees far in excess o( the legal $250 bers, he has continued to draw money as 
"WHOMP! !" My fist was still in his chest put my hand on her shoulder and said, limit , forcing members to sign meaning- President of Introlens for expenses, rent, 
when his feet started to leave the ground . "Nothing ma'am. Just have 'a very merry less contracts, and--especially in the last medical and car Joan bills and, a Florida 
It was like levitation. He was totally para)- Christmas." You should have seen her few weeks of their operations- pocketing vacation. 
lei to the ground. As he started falling to face . It glowed . . . membership fees without any intention of Mr. Abrams said his office will make 
the ground, the purse flew into the air and Well , I headed to Katie ' s, but there was providing services." an effort to obtain at least partial restitution 
all these credit cards, money, and change no one there. I ran to the Raccoon Lodge, By 1982, Mr. Abrams said, Sacco had for the hundreds of consumers defrauded 
made this beautiful arc against the sky. It and there I found my friends . Ask anyone opened Introlens offices in Manhattan, by Sacco and Introlens. 
was beautiful. I felt like Mike Tyson. who was there how many rimes I told that White Plains, Levittown, Melville, and This matter is being handled for the At-
By this time, my gonads must have been story that night, and how excited I was , Great Neck. New York; and in East Bruns- torney General by Assistant Attorney Gen-
pumping adrenalin at the speed of sound, not to mention the fact that each time I wick and Fort Lee in New Jersey. The era) Jeffrey D. Caldwell , under the super-
because when he hit the ground I got him told it somebody bought me a drink. I ompany advertised widely in the "sin- vision of Elizabeth Bradford, Chief of the 
in a wrestling hold and spun him to the guess this is the point of this tale , where gles" or"pe!sonals" sectionofpcal news.- ~assau Regional Office, and John W. 
sidewalk (obviously he wasn ' t very big). I have to tell yoii tile moral of it. I c:dtn't apers promising for a fee to .flake video Corwin, Chief of the Consumer Frauds 
I stood him up, was holding him from know if I can do that but I can tell you apes of its members which would be made and Protection Bureau. 
behi~andmymo~hwas~-hisear,and th~ .. . 1wasd~illu~o~dw~thelaw~--------~-~-------------------~ 
as corny as this sounds, I swear this is for falling short of what I thought was the 
what l said: "You can fool some of the right thing. My heart was screaming out 
people some of the time, but today dude, against it . .. But I was in a s-ituation 
you' re busted. " . . . where my head said one thing and my 
Anyway, I'm holding onto this guy and heart said another. and my heart· won. And 
here come the people who had cut him off I know that I may not be as intelligent as 
at the corner along with the general group the rest of you, and I probably won't get 
of curious New Yorkers. One guy starts as good a job, or be a "success." But at 
slapping him, and saying, "you think least for one brief, shining moment in eter-
you're tough stealing from a woman, nity, I think I rose above the mediocrity 
hunh?" Another guy says, "in my country, that society tries to impose upon us . . . 
they'd cut his hand off," then somebody And if nothing else, at least I won one for 
shouts, "Jet's cut his balls off!" Then the the ragamuffins .. . 
woman whose purse he had stolen and P .S .-Thanks Brad, and may we always 
whose accusing eyes had gotten me into "suffer under the burden of serious mis-
this mess comes up and says "What's the conceptions . .. " 
Couple-Unit, con't. 
the fiance on her arm, ring on her finger, 
and, get this, photos of his renting a horse 
and acting out Cinderella to propose. · 
Don't get me wrong, I don't envy her 
the romance. And, perhaps, I would've 
been happy for ~er if I weren't so pissed. 
Actually, I think it' s perfectly wonderful 
that a friend of mine has found someone 
she thinks special enough to spend the rest 
of her life with . I just don't want it shoved 
down my throat to the exclusion of every-
thing else , including anything on which 
our relationship used to be based. So I 
avoided the unit most of the evening, lest 
I said something I would regret, or gag. 
The next time I saw the unit was at the 
female component's baby shower, and 
after that, when I arrived at the unit ·s 
home, diapers in hand, and they fed me 
dinner. My relationship with them now 
revolves around a new permutation of the 
couple-unit: the family-unit. 
I've learned to adapt, though. In truth , 
I had no choice given that. I wanted what 
was left of our relationship to continue. 
But it's taken a while to get over the hurt 
and pain of being shut out. 
This is how far I've come. Recently, I 
attended a couples-only party they gave, 
alone, and I didn't even begin to gag. Of 
course, the unit had kept asking me if I 
was "bringing sqmeone." At first I thought · 
they meant some of our friends. Silly me. 
After two more phone calls, it was clear 
that they meant a male person. No, I said 
without much thought, probably not. Oh. 
Then they asked again. No, I'm not in-
volved with anyone, so it makes no sense 
to bring a "date" to a good friend's party. 
Out of sheer ignorance, it seems, it 
never occurred to me that this would be 
a small gathering of about fifteen-oda 
swarming couple-units. And I survived it, 
with a smile, drifting around from unit to 
unit. Because, as you may well know, a 
unit's still a unit, even at a party. But I 
did leave early; there is a limit. · 
So, even though I've learned to accept 
the fact that there is a unit in my life, even 
to have a sense of humor about its unique 
qualities, I miss Lucy. And I feel sorry 
for her. She may have a wonderful hus-
band, but I really question how happy one 
can be without any other intimate relation-
ships. So, besides hurting her friends , I'm · 
afraid she' s hurting both herself and the 
integrity of her marital relationship. She 
has, in effect, put all her emotional eggs 
in one basket. All the friendship, love, 
support and human contact she needs must 
come solely from him. That's why I don't 
think this unit-thing is so great for any-
body. . 
n-: ,,. ,-, ,.~. 
·' . 
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TEST YOUR PROPENSITY TO BE 
,· A BUREAUCRAT 
Are you a New ·York Law School bureau-
crat? Take this· quiz and find out. 
If you are· planning a meeting to discuss 
summer jobs with first-year students, 
do you · 
_ b) respond with "it wasn't in the memo " 
to a student who wants to save time by 
flashing his ID card instead of signing? 
c) a only -a) sGhedule the meeting during a time 
when one of the three frrst-year sec-
tions has their writing class? 
d) both a and b · 
b) only announce the meeting too the sec- If you are in charge of the copy center, 
tion that couldn't attend? · do you · 
c) not announce the make-up meeting that a) 
you're having for the section that 
make sure that copy center time is di-
vided between being broken down, and 
being too busy using the machines to 
do anyone's copies? 
missed the first meeting. 
d) all of the above 
You are responsible for the school's cli-
mate control. Do y.ou 
b) make sure it takes you at least a week 
a) wait until twenty people with heat c) 
stroke call your office complaining of 
tropics:like temperatures before think-
to complete anyone's work-so you force 
them to d<;> the copying themselves? 
leave the copiers free for only two 
hours per day for the use of those who 
make their own copies? 
ing about turning off the heat? · 
b) grin crazily to yourself ~cause you 
know that once the heat's turned off, 
it takes 24 hours until the building 
d) make sure the copiers are either broken 
down · or too busy· being used during 
the two-hour do-it-yourself period. 
cools down? If you are in charge of the tampon 
c) respond to phone calls from -parch- machines, do you 
mouthed complainers with "I'll tell An- a) never refill the machines? 
tonio," forcing them to be able_ to do b) sabotage the machines so people lose 
nothing but hang up, and then· call at - their money? 
the end of the day with the same com~ c) when asked for reimbursement for the 
plaint only to be told that it takes a day - lost change, respond with "go to ac-
for the building tQ cool down. · counting"? 
d) only a and c d) not applicable 
If you are movjng the school's Account-
ing Office to another location, do you 
a) let someone kr:tow where it was moved? 
b) let anyone know where it was moved? 
c) let no one know where it was moved? 
The results. of this quiz were pre-analyzed 
for your convenience. The following sug-
g¢stions arise from the conclusions drawn 
therefrom. - -
1) Hire a ·full-time copier repairperson. 
Legal Association for Women 
SPRING 1989 
by Jackie George 
Meet the;: L.A.W. Faculty Advisor, Pro-
fessor Carlin Meyer. Professor Meyer is 
a new faculty member of NYLS. We wel-
come her as our advisor and l_ook forward 
to working with her on our many pro-
grams. 
L.A.W. has been very active this 
semester. The following special events 
have been held this semester: 
On February 28, 1989, Associate Pro-
fessor Sally Frank of NYLS Housing Dis-
crimination Clinic spoke at a special lun-
cheon on "Legal Women Facing Sexism." 
Her topics revolved around her experi-
ences of fighting the Princeton Universi-
ty's discrimination of women and also .. 
about how to fight se~ism as a woman ---:--P-o_m_o_gr_a_p_h_y_P_a_n_e_l __ ~ 
attorney while in court or during confer-
ences. It was very interesting to find out On Monday, April 24, 1989, L.A.W. 
the different methods a woman can em- jg presenting a Pornography Panel discus-
ploy in order to eliminate this form of sion to be held in the Student Lounge from 
discrimination. · 5:30 til 7:30p.m. Professor Strossen will 
Also, on March 29, 1989, Associate speak on the Feminist view of people and 
·Professor Marjorie Silver was our speaker the First Amendment. Other speakers in-
regarding "Abortion, Civil Djsobedience, elude: Dorchen Leibhold_t, Staff Attorney 
and the Rule of Law." This was a very Legal Aid Society, Criminal Defense Di-
important topic which involved the up- vision, Bronx, NY; Greg Loken, Cove-
coming Supreme Court decision that nant House; Robert. Brennan, Brooklyn 
would determine whether or not the Roe College, Professor of Social Scienc_es and 
v. Wade decision would be overturned. Psychology. We are hoping to get several 
The di~cussion was most enjoyable since other speakers who will add to this area_ 
many of our students are studying this area of interest. All are welcome to attend. 
·of the law and are interested in the out- If you are interested in joining L.~ :W . . 
come of the decison. . or would like further information regard-
We would like to thank both Professors ing any of the programs cited above, come ·-
Frank.and.Silver for sharing their time and by our office and speak to one of our mem-
efforts in making both of these L.A.W. bers in Room C-106, ext. I 14: 
events such successes .. d) have a good-hearty laugh each time a 
student has to go to three different lo-
cations before she finds it? 
. 2) Hire another person to walk around ask-
ing if you need· your lost change reim-
bursed, like the change-people in casinos. t--~-------------------------....-----"1 
If you are the person in charge of photo-
copier repair, do you. 
a) hardly ever have the copiers fixed? 
b) nearly never have the copiers fixed, 
especially the one in the student 
lounge? 
c) pilfer the money that has collected over 
the past few years in the lounge copier 
from students' persistent, almost laugh-
able attempts to reproduce their pages? 
d) tell the students who want reimburse-
ment for their lost change'-to go to ac-
counting? 
If you are a guard at 66 Leonard Street 
charged with the responsibility of mak-
ing sure only students get through after 
hours, do you 
a) only let the students tlirough if they 
. . ? • 
_ s1gn m. 
3) Get an accounting of the funds that · 
hlrve.been ~olleered _a5 _a· resuft ·of people 
.losing their change. Geni big eight to 
certify it. Put this money toward a new 
copier for the student lounge. 
4) Contract out the school's copying 
needs. 
· 5) Automate the entire school so that every 
time someone signs on, they get a message 
that says "The accounting office has 
moved to . " Huge signs posted 
in all the buildings could substitute. 
6) H\re a person to listen to the weather 
rep<)rt a few times a day to plan the next 
day's climate control strategy. 
7) The guard at 66 Leonard should be ad-
mitted into the Bureaucratic Expressions 
Hall of Fame. 
8) The foregoing should only cost the 
school $473,000, which, in anyone's esti-
mation, is money ·well-spent. 
Spring Reception for Mid-Year Students 
by Jackie George 
The Spring Reception held on March 
I st, 1989 for Mid-Year Law Students 
turned out to be very successful. This re-
ception was held to welcom.e them to New 
York La:w School. Many of our faculty 
members as well as representatives from 
student organizations attended. · 
All had a wonderful time. 
- ·. 
:~ 
:· 
~.~j 
PUFFY's TAVERN 
81 HuosoN STREET, CoRNER I-lARRISON STREET 
LOWER MANHATTAN 766-9159 
, ' ~~ 
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DID YOU KNOW 
~y Jackie George 
Our: Student Affair$ Coordinator, Helena Prigal , has an excellent program set up for 
New York Law Sc~ool s_tudents . The Stud~nt Affairs Office offers the following: 
Half-priced theater tickets to On-and Off-Broadway Shows* 
Cats- Special School Offer- Now thru May 10, 1989 
· · Nunsense- School Price- Now thru April 30, 1989 
Into the Woods- School Offer- Now thru April 23, 1989 
.~ . . 
*The shows are constantly changing. 
Tour Information to the following: 
Carnegie Hall 
World Trade Center 
South Street Seaport Museum 
. · American Museum of Natural History 
Ski Vacation Packages in the Poconos 
Bronx Zoo 
Intrepid Museum 
N. "( . Aquarium 
~of . S\o~E s &-.t.~ri(G- Sf <;Ti-1-1' 
L.__ ________ _______ ______ _ __ ___ __; 
51st Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition 
Subject: Copyright Law Deadline: May I , 1989 
Awards at Each Participating Law School 
are $500.00 foi first prize and $200.00 for second prize. 
National Awards vary from $500.00 to $3,000.00. 
A booklet containing Rules Governing the Competition, as well as reference to 
source material can be obtained from Helena Prigal. 
-New York State Bar Association Student Legal Ethics Award, 1989 
Open to all students enrolled at NYLS during the 1988-1989 academic year. 
$500.00 Cash award Deadline: May I, 1989 
A number of other Annual Essay Contests and Competitions are posted on the ,bulletin 
board in "C" Building. These contests are for all different field~ in the law. Prizes 
range from ~50.00 to $2,000.00. It will certainly be a plus on your resume'for having 
wo!l one of the many listed contests. Writing contests are posted all year rouQd. 
Are the law school blues getting you down in the dumps? 
Vacation Information on Old Sturbridge Village in Massachusetts 
Citicorp Center Special Events 
NYLS Studen~ Affairs Office doe~ have a Psychological Consultant available to 
our students. With exams corning up, law school can certainly be a pressure cooker. 
You may feel that you would like to talk with Dr. Judith Brailey Rosenberger. Dr . 
Rosenberger is available for a FREE 45 minute confident1al consultation in her 
private office. You may call her directly for an appointment at -(212) 737-0296 . 
. For any information regardiQg any of these programs listea above~ contact Helena 
Prigal, at 012) 431-2318. Our Student Affairs Office is located on the second floor 
·of 57 Worth Street, "A" Builging. 
Annual Essay Contests and Competitions are also offered as follows: 
· 1st TIMERS PASSED · 
SUMMER '88 NY BAR EXAM! 
Marino Comprehensive is a rour component Bar Pass System, 
including at one price, the rollowing: 
1. Ml\RINO BAR PASS REVIEW PROGRAM; 
2. MARINO PLUS 4 (SWAC).ESSAY COURSE; 
3. · MBE WORKSHOPS; 
4. CPLR WORKSHOP. 
All courses are driven by th~ Marino Method, an interactive, student-
involved, prob~em-solving approach to leaming. 
CALL 1-800-J-MARINO 
,_ 
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New York 
Bar 
The following percentages are.based on all persotls who took the Summer 1988 New \'ork Bar Examination for the first time. 
BARIBRI 
Students 
I 
New Yorli State 
- ·Pass Rate 
Non-BARIBRI 
Students · 
Another Reason More People Choo~e BARIBRI 
Than All Other Com~es Combined. 
Ne\v York and the Nation's lm'gest and llost Successful Bar Ilevie\v 
